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Racial becoming: How agentic (self-initiated) encounter events inform racial identity refinement 
by 
Devin A. Heyward 
Advisor: Michelle Fine, PhD and Tamara R. Buckley, PhD 
 Racial identity literature has typically focused on identity formation through a series of 
stages. It also has centered how the experience of negative encounter events informs racial 
identity formation. With the advent of new genealogical and genomic technology, it is 
imperative to expand the focus of identity literatures to include encounter events, which 
participants elect to experience (i.e. self-initiated or agentic encounter events). By using this 
frame, identity processes become fluid and informed by individual life experiences. In the 
context of this study, direct to consumer genetic ancestry tests (DTC-GAT) are operationalized 
as a self-initiated encounter event. Participants were enrolled in an arts-in-education program 
that connects self-identified Black Americans with their ancestral roots through theater and 
genetic ancestry tests. The study uses a series of methods: theater performance; critical identity 
maps; modified life narrative interviews; participant observation; and group interviews to 
understand how agentic encounter events inform understandings of the self and others. Each of 
the eight participants took a genetic ancestry test to determine their country of origin. Over the 
course of three weeks, participants explored their personal histories, while creating theater pieces 
reflective of their hopes and experiences. Subsequent interviews highlighted how participants 
internalized the genetic test results in varying ways. Results indicated that similar themes related 
to self-determination, identity formation, confronting ancestral traumas, concerns about future 




research opens the possibility of integrating new information generated by genetic ancestry tests 
into an ever-evolving and dynamic self, creating new avenues for exploration within critical 
social psychology.  
 Keywords: genetic ancestry testing; racial becoming; racial identity; self-initiated 
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Chapter 1: Racial Becoming 
Cultural identity… is a matter of ‘becoming’ as of ‘being.’ It belongs to the future as 
much as to the past. It is not something which already exists, transcending place, time, 
history, and culture…. [T]hey are subject to the continuous ‘play’ of history, culture, and 
power…. [I]dentities are names we give to the different ways we are positioned by, and 
position ourselves within, the narratives of the past” – Stuart Hall, Identity: Community, 
Culture, Difference, (1990), p. 225.  
 Cultural hybridity argues that identity is not an accomplished fact, but rather a production 
that is always in process and never quite complete (Hall, 1990). Identity making is a continually 
active and dynamic process that is informed directly by history and location. Throughout this 
dissertation, I will explore how racialized and intersectional identities are in constant interplay 
with their environments and how new information (i.e. genetic ancestry test results) and new 
experiences (i.e. theater performances) can potentially inform identity making processes.  
*** 
Racial identity literature has traditionally focused on identity as a series of stages that an 
individual progresses through until reaching an idealized state of Blackness. By applying 
Bakhtin’s and Vygotsky’s perspectives on “becoming” to the racial identity literature, it is 
possible create a more dynamic process of identity making. Through this reframing, the 
encounter experience (i.e. event or events that make negative perception of racial group clear; 
Cross, 1971; Cross, 1991; Cross, 1995; Cross and Vandiver, 2001; Vandiver, Cross, Worrell, and 
Fhagen-Smith, 2002) can be broadened to include positive events and experiences that aid in 
identity progression and refinement. With this project, I seek to explore the various processes by 





affect a sense of self, and how desires from within can mobilize new encounters.  It is crucial, 
indeed, that those of us engaged in racial identity scholarship examine varied events, including 
positive, agentic (or self-initiated) experiences that facilitate identity development. The re-
framing of these encounter events allows us to consider the identity formation process through a 
new perspective – racial becoming. Through my research I’m considering racial becoming as an 
ongoing process that is not limited to the traditional stage models that often dominant the identity 
literature. Instead identity transformation, progression, and refinement is seen as a lifelong 
process that allows space for multiple experiences to inform and alter identities through agentic 
(or self-initiated) encounter events.  
Over the last four decades, a number of researchers have studied racial identity cross-
sectionally (i.e. the data is collected from participants at one specific point in time; Cross and 
Fhagen-Smith, 2001; Yip, Seaton, and Sellers, 2006; Parham, 1989; Oparanozie, Sales, 
DiClemente, and Braxton, 2012; Sellers, Copeland-Linder, Martin, L’Heureux Lewis, 2006). 
The original iterations of Black racial identity models centered the Civil Rights Movement as an 
important cultural and historical moment, that directly informed racial identity for Black 
Americans (Thomas and Thomas, 1971; Cross, 1971; Parham, 1989). However, few scholars 
have analyzed racial identity over the course of the life span, or have studied identity processes 
based on an agentic engagement with history and evidence, such as a genetic test. This study 
aims to explore how identity transformation occurs through agentic (self-initiated) encounter 
events and how (1) new genetic technology, as well as drama and performance, (2) complicate 
our understandings of race and meaning making in identity work. In order to achieve these aims, 





with an Afro-centric theater performance group – to analyze how individuals interpret lifelong 
identity processes.  
Racial Becoming 
  Racial becoming pulls from a blend of critical race theorists and psychologists, who have 
theorized and studied identity formation. Vygotsky focused most of his writing around the 
influence of the socio-cultural, historical, and institutional forces on mental functioning. External 
social influences are internalized by an individual and become an essential factor in the 
development of self (Vygotsky, 1960; Penuel and Wertsch, 1995). Development is thus seen as a 
transformative process that effects individual functioning based on the internalization of 
sociocultural practices (Penuel and Wertsch, 1995). Threads of these perspectives are apparent 
throughout the racial identity literature.  
Vygotsky’s sociocultural approach argues that tools and signs mediate human action. 
These cultural tools (i.e. language and other sign systems) serve as resources in action and are 
integral to other higher-level mental processes (Penuel and Wertsch, 1995).  Also known as 
mediated action, this process requires two central elements – an agent, the person who is doing 
the “acting” and cultural tools (or mediational means), the tools used by the agent to complete a 
particular action (Penuel and Wertsch, 1995). The incorporation of each of these tools and 
resources are more commonly referred to as internalization. However, Tappan’s (2005) use of 
the Bakhtinian term appropriation fits more appropriately within the racial becoming 
framework. Appropriation refers to the adoption of idea(l)s and language in ways that become 
meaningful to the individual. Recently, the term cultural appropriation has entered the national 
lexicon. Although both terms refer to the adoption of (socio)cultural practices, cultural 





by the majority group in generally harmful and racist ways (i.e. South Asian/East African bindis 
and Native American war bonnets worn at summer music festivals by mostly white women). 
Bakhtin’s appropriation instead refers to the adoption of language and ideals that are not 
tokenized by the dominant culture.   
In order for appropriation to work properly, two pieces must come together – mastery 
(i.e. knowing how to use a cultural tool with a high degree of ease and comfort) and ownership 
(i.e. an individual takes a cultural tool that belongs to others and makes it his/her own). 
Appropriation also indicates that the incorporation of socio-cultural events is not static but an 
ongoing, active process between an actor and his/her external environment. According to 
Bakhtin (1981), individual’s gain “ownership” over a word “only when the speaker populates it 
with his own intention, his own accent… adapting it to his own semantic and expressive 
intention. Prior to this moment of appropriation the word does not exist in a neutral and 
impersonal language but rather it exists in other people’s mouths, in other people’s contexts, 
serving other people’s intentions: it is from there that one must take the word, and make it one’s 
own” (p. 293 – 294; Tappan, 2005). The reinterpretation and adoption of common words and 
ideals is also reflective of identity building and transformation. As we become exposed to new 
people and ideals, these interactions can leave indelible marks on our sense of self. By framing 
appropriation from this vantage point, our notions of identity transition and transformation no 
longer focus solely on stage completion. Instead, meaning making becomes less static, and 
identity formation transitions into an iterative process. 
 In conversation with Vygotsky and Bakhtin’s processes of sociocultural development, 
scholarship on the dialogical self refers to a landscape of multiple narrative voices that compete 





his or her life (Raggatt, 2000; Tappan, 2005). There is no single story but rather a multiplicity of 
stories that represent an ongoing dialogue between the individual and the culture.1 Therefore, 
individuals appropriate meaning from the culture through critical relationships, events, 
narratives, environments, objects, and the physical body (McAdams, 1993; Gilligan, Brown, and 
Rogers, 1990). The dialogue between these multiple selves becomes reflexive and “appropriates 
new attachments, new stories, and new voices about identity. Each voice has its own 
constellation of attachments” (Raggatt, 2000, p. 68). Once at mature adulthood, several distinct 
voices emerge that are undergirded by different sets of “identity tools” (i.e. stories, thematic 
characters, physical locations, etc.; McAdams, 1993; Tappan, 2005). Narrative voices can 
emerge as opponents and serve a moral purpose in appropriating good stories and containing bad 
ones. These voices can also polarize around power relations, affective experience, and morality 
(Tappan, 2005; Gregg, 1991; Hermans, Kempen, and Van Loon, 1992; Hermans and Kempen, 
1993; Taylor, 1998). The shift between each of the voices speaks directly to how identities are 
continually negotiating space within an individual. Additionally, each of the selves operates in 
conjunction with and separate from others. These voices speak to a dynamic, integrated self that 
is not only continually in motion, but always active in maintaining and creating new selves.    
                                                            
1 During a TED talk in 2009, author Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, discusses the danger of a 
single story. Single stories that are told about the “other” to exemplify their experiences creates a 
myopic vision of the subjugated. The single story must conform to the images set out by 
dominant powers or else it loses “authenticity.” This authenticity usually positions the other as 
“less than” in comparison to the majority. It explains all experience without consideration for the 





 Because dialogical selves does not engage with racial/ethnic histories, it is important to 
discuss cultural hybridity (Hall, 1990; Bhaba, 1991). Cultural hybridity contends that identity is 
not an accomplished fact, but rather a production that is always in process and never quite 
complete (Hall, 1990). There is a constant process of adding new and relevant information into 
identity formation, which closely mirrors appropriation. As part of this work, cultural identity 
should be constituted from two distinct perspectives. Under the first position, cultural identity 
exists as one shared collective identity that is hidden behind (and under) other identities imposed 
by a dominant and oppressive culture. This “true identity” reflects common historical 
experiences and cultural rites that provide individuals with stable frames of cultural reference 
(Hall, 1990). The second conception of cultural identity frames identity as inclusive of 
similarities, as well as critical differences, which comprise who we truly are (or what we’ve 
become). Hall’s constructions of identity tie in the appropriative acts of sociocultural 
development, with historical and cultural implications. It positions identity as a continually 
active and dynamic process that remains in constant motion, and is informed by history and 
location. 
Each of the theories presented above – sociocultural development; appropriation; 
dialogical selves; and cultural hybridity – speaks to a component of racial becoming, since they 
all enact a similar iterative process related to identity building. By including larger cultural and 
historical moments, community, and interpersonal relationships, the creation and establishment 
of identities occurs through particular practices, behaviors, and emotions. Each of these semi-
disparate theories are feeding into the central act of becoming a fully realized, racialized being 





Racial Identity Research and Theory 
 Racial identity research has a long and complicated history within psychology. At the 
core of early iterations of Black identity research is an underlying assumption of “reflective 
appraisal” (i.e. individuals develop a sense of self based on how others view them; Marks, 
Settles, Cooke, Morgan, and Sellers, 2004). Because of the overarching negative conceptions of 
Black culture, it was (is) widely believed reflective appraisal results in low self-esteem, 
devaluation of the self, and self-hatred (Oparanozie et al., 2012; Sellers et al., 2006; Marks et al., 
2004; Cross, 1971; Cross, 1991). Early iterations of racial identity research used preferences for 
Black and white stimuli (i.e. dolls and drawings/pictures) to determine how youth perceived of 
themselves. Additionally, Black youths’ responses were primarily compared against white youth. 
If Black children did not demonstrate the same preference for Black stimuli, it was interpreted as 
evidence of self-hatred (Clark and Clark, 1947; Horowitz and Murphy, 1938). Study designs and 
analyses were ineffective. Results garnered from preschool children were often extrapolated to 
adult populations, with the underlying assumption that children’s negative views of themselves 
directly mirrored those of adults (Cross, 1991; Marks et al., 2004). Human development is also 
not taken into account when considering how perceptions of self shift. Most early identity 
research also centered white participants’ responses as the standard to which “deviations” (i.e. 
Black responses) would be compared (Cross, 1991; Marks et al., 2004). This process invalidates 
Black identity literature and treats it as only having validity in relation to white norms. 
Additionally, early racial identity did not actually analyze self-esteem (or self-hate). Rather the 
analyses were “investigating various aspects of [Black American] children’s racial 
identity…[which] refers to the attitudes and beliefs regarding the significance and meaning that 





Racial identity, as a concept, was consistently intertwined with self-esteem until the 
development of self-esteem measures in the 1960s (Rosenberg and Simmons, 1971). Self-esteem 
studies indicated, however, that Black Americans do not suffer from low self-esteem, a direct 
contradiction to work published 20 years prior (Marks et al., 2004). The core assumption of 
reflective appraisal also came into question, since it assumed that Black self-concepts were 
effected by broader white society and not by immediate peer and family networks (Marks et al., 
2004). Literature published throughout the 1960s and 1970s directly reflected pro-Black 
movements, which defined that era. This work conceptualized Black American identity 
transformation as an act of resiliency and as a transition away from a “broken Negro identity.” 
Several theorists independently developed these models, which use varying processes to target 
and explain how group identity is formed (Cross, 1971; Thomas and Thomas, 1971; Parham, 
White, and Ajamu, 2002; Helms, 1990; Helms, 1996). Some models focus on the significance of 
culture and identity and treat these processes as universal across racial lines and instead target 
ethnic identity (i.e. a person’s sense of commitment, belonging, and positive feelings about their 
cultural group, such as Afro-German; Phinney, 1992; Phinney and Ong, 2007). Some models 
that emphasize cultural attributes center linkages between indigenous cultural roots that have 
survived across generations (Baldwin, 1984). Still other models focus on the unique experiences 
of Black identity in American contexts because of America’s racist and oppressive history 
(Sellers, Smith, Shelton, Rowley, and Chavous, 1998; Sellers et al., 2006; Parham, 1989 Cross, 
1995).  Because of the expansiveness of the Black identity literature, I will discuss two racial 
identity models – Nigrescence and the Multi-dimensional Model of Racial Identity. Each of these 





Nigrescence, Nigrescence Expanded, and Nigrescence Recycling 
First published in 1971, Cross’ Nigrescence theory suggests that in the development of Black 
identity, a Black person shifts from self-hate to self-love (Cross, 1991; Marks et al., 2004). 
Nigrescence has been revised several times over the last four decades (Cross, 1971; Cross, 1991; 
Cross, 1995; Cross and Vandiver, 2001; Vandiver et al., 2002). In the most recent iteration, 
Nigrescence Theory – Expanded (Cross and Vandiver, 2001), four identity stages were used to 
describe Black identity development and transition – Pre-encounter (an orientation toward White 
culture and away from Black culture; feelings of embarrassment of own culture; individualistic 
viewpoints about success; seeking acceptance from dominant culture); Encounter (event or 
events that make negative perception of racial group clear), Immersion-Emersion (shattering of 
self-concept motivates individual to actively seeking out info about culture and history; stronger 
sense of self and identity but no commitment is made to a particular Black identity), and 
Internalization (conflicts between old self and new self are resolved; interactions between blacks 
and whites both possible; higher tolerance of other cultural group; firm sense of identity, which 
also allows for individuals to work for other oppressed communities).  
Each of the stages of the model includes eight identity types that characterize components of 
that particular stage. Pre-encounter describes three identities – Assimilation (pro-American racial 
group orientation; race is not salient); Miseducation (negative stereotypical mindset a Black 
person has about their community); and Self-Hatred (negative views of the self because of racial 
group membership; Cross, 1995; Cross and Vandiver, 2001; Vandiver et al., 2002). Immersion-
Emersion consists of two identities – Intense Black Involvement (over-romanticized immersion 
into and enthusiasm for all things Black or African) and Anti-White (rejection and intense dislike 





Lastly, within Internalization, there are three distinct types – Black Nationalism (focus on Black 
empowerment, economic independence, and a heightened awareness of Black history and 
culture)2 ; Bi-culturalism (Black self-acceptance coupled with an active focus on another 
relevant cultural identity, such as gender); and Multi-culturalism (active focus on two or more 
salient identities; Cross, 1995; Cross and Vandiver, 2001; Vandiver et al., 2002). Both Bi-
cultural and multi-cultural identities are concerned with building coalitions that extend beyond 
the Black community and are inclusive of multiple, intersecting oppressed identities and groups.  
Nigrescence Recycling. First published in 1989, Parham expands upon Nigrescence by 
including a developmental framework that argues that Black individuals who are already 
grounded in their Black identity can and will go through each of the Nigrescence stages (Parham, 
1989). This recycling is triggered by life-span encounter events, which are defined as, positive 
and negative racial and cultural experiences that may challenge an individual’s base identity. The 
need to resolve identity issues may correspond closely with key turning points in human 
development, specifically at late adolescence/early adulthood; middle adulthood; and late 
adulthood. Transitioning through each of the Nigrescence stages closely correspond with and 
reflect the developmental tasks associated with general development.3 Additionally, Parham’s 
theory views Black/African identity as independent of oppressive social structures and is instead 
rooted in the values of Black/African culture (Parham, 1989). Because Black people’s core is 
                                                            
2 This can also manifest in attitudes that directly advocate for separation within American society 
(separatism) or the fusion of Black consciousness into American institutions (inclusion).  





essentially African in nature, love of the “African self” motivates individual’s to further develop 
the core self (Parham, 1989; Baldwin, 1984; Nobles, 1986).  
Cross and Fhagen-Smith (2001) modified components of Nigrescence and reframed the 
theory as Nigrescence Recycling, which included elements of Parham’s work. Recycling is 
triggered by a life-span encounter event. The life-span encounter raises significant questions 
regarding the existing identity and how to expand and further this identity. This new experience 
is then incorporated into a modified or enhanced identity. Throughout an individual’s life span 
many such events may occur, which, if internalized, can lead to a heightened state of Blackness.  
The authors describe three possible pathways for an individual to progress through the 
Nigrescence sequence. Nigrescence Pattern A is based on the formative racial and cultural 
identity development that occurs throughout infancy, childhood, preadolescence and 
adolescence. Nigrescence Pattern B occurs later in life when an individual’s Black identity goes 
through a conversion experience. Nigrescence Pattern C is defined by “Black identity expansion, 
continued growth, or recycling across the life span” (Cross and Fhagen-Smith, 2001, p. 250).  
Nigrescence Pattern C most directly compliments racial becoming, since it frames identity 
transformation as a continual process.  
An individual’s foundational Black identity is formed through formative experiences 
(Nigrescence Pattern A) or through an adult identity conversion experience (Nigrescence Pattern 
B; Cross and Fhagen-Smith, 2001). This foundational identity allows an individual to navigate 
and deal with various adult tasks and challenges. After experiencing an encounter that raises 
questions about the identity, the individual will attempt to answer questions about the existing 
identity. According to Cross and Fhagen-Smith (2001), Immersion-Emersion essentially remains 





significance of the encounter event. Following immersion-emersion, a person internalizes this 
enhanced understanding of their identity (i.e. internalization of enhancement). Lastly, at the 
conclusion of this process an individual establishes an enhanced foundational Black identity 
(Cross and Fhagen-Smith, 2001).  
Recycling does not necessarily occur only once during a person’s lifetime. Instead these 
recycling events can occur multiple times throughout a person’s adulthood making them wiser 
about the complexities and intricacies of the Black experience (Cross and Fhagen-Smith, 2001). 
Additionally, these recycling events are not limited to a singular Black identity typology. It can 
manifest itself in one of four ideology types – Black Nationalist; Bi-culturalist; Multi-culturalist; 
and Afrocentrist (emphasis on Black self-determination with diasporic connections; more other-
exclusive; Cross and Fhagen-Smith, 2001; Kambon and Bowen-Reid, 2010). Characteristics of 
the Black Nationalist, Bi-culturalist, and Multi-culturalist ideology types are the same as in 
Nigrescence Theory-Expanded. The addition of the Afrocentrist ideology type speaks directly to 
Parham’s key assumptions regarding the return to a true African self.  
The Multidimensional Model of Racial Identity 
Sellers et al.’s (1998) Multidimensional Model of Racial Identity (MMRI) is built upon three 
underlying assumptions – identities are stable components within an individual but can be 
effected by different contexts; an individual has multiple identities that each have varying levels 
of importance and significance to them; and does not make value judgments regarding what 
constitutes a healthy or unhealthy racial identity (Marks et al., 2004). Additionally, the MMRI 
focuses on identity at a specific moment in time, rather than on identity over time (Sellers et al., 





work speaks to the dialogical selves mentioned earlier. Individuals’ carry multiple identities that 
have their own set of tools and ideologies that become relevant through various processes of self.  
MMRI distinguishes between the significance and meaning of racial group membership by 
focusing on identity from four dimensions – racial centrality; racial salience; racial ideology; and 
racial regard (Marks et al., 2004; Sellers et al., 2006). Racial centrality measures whether race is 
a core component of someone’s self-concept over time. Salience, however, can be context-
specific and refers more specifically to the extent a person’s race is relevant at a specific moment 
in time (Marks et al., 2004; Sellers et al., 2006). The third dimension, racial ideology, describes 
four ideology types that focus on an individual’s beliefs and attitudes concerning how Black 
Americans should live in American society. The nationalist ideology type emphasizes the 
importance and significance of being of African descent. Individuals who identify with the 
oppressed minority category would focus on the commonalities between Black communities and 
other oppressed groups, such as Latinx communities. The assimilationist ideology type 
emphasizes the commonalities between Black Americans and the rest of American society. The 
humanist ideology type emphasizes the commonality of all humans. The last dimension, racial 
regard, describes an individual’s affective judgment of their race (Marks et al., 2004; Sellers et 
al., 2006).  
Racial Awakening 
Most recently Neville and Cross (2017) have theorized a new identity process termed 
racial awakening. With the recent coverage of highly publicized cases of police brutality, some 
Black (and Brown) youth have been inspired to participate in anti-racist activism. Blacks Lives 
Matter (BLM), a movement founded by three queer women of color – Patrisse Cullors, Alicia 





generation of youth. In addition, the growing national presence of scholar-activists dedicated to 
racial justice causes (i.e. Michelle Alexander, Ta-Nehisi Coates, and Melissa Harris-Perry) has 
created large ripple effects throughout national discourses. In fact, BLM has impacted recent 
elections, most notably in Chicago, where Anita Alvarez, the Cook County State’s Attorney, was 
defeated by Kim Foxx, a former Assistant State’s Attorney, who received heavy support from 
BLM and other anti-police brutality organizations in Chicago (Bellware, 2016).  
Building upon BLM’s impact and research on epiphanic experiences (McDonald, 2008; 
Jungers, Gregoire, and Slagel, 2009), quantum change (Miller and C’ de Baca, 2001), and critical 
events/incidents (Kellogg and Liddell, 2012; Price, 2009), racial awakening refers to the 
incorporation of insights from specific experiences that lead to enduring personal 
transformations in relation to an individual’s core Black identity (Neville and Cross, 2017). 
These awakening moments are usually experienced through three interrelated experiences – 
personal experiences and/or observation (i.e. personal experiences with race based 
discrimination or exposure to institutional racism); education (i.e. formal education through 
enrollment in specialized courses on ethnic minority issues or informal education, such as 
through travelling or reading); and activism (i.e. political activism related to particular social 
justice issues; Neville and Cross, 2017). 4 It’s important to keep in mind that racial awakening is 
not envisioned as solely consisting of abrupt events or changes in insight, but instead includes 
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the iterative identity processes that individuals may encounter as they establish more complex 
identities. Racial awakening can lead to two primarily positive personal outcomes – increased 
possible selves, an increase in identifying what is possible for the individual in the future, and 
racial pride/acceptance, which is a result of the development of the critical awareness about 
what it means to be Black. Both components are envisioned as potentially feeding into each other 
(Neville and Cross, 2017).  
The identity models described above discuss and quantify identity through semi-dynamic 
cognitive processes. What can often get overlooked are non-quantifiable experiences. 
Discussions of self-initiated explorations of self and identity do not always come through in the 
literature, effectively silencing the more dynamic aspects of self. The literature also does not 
capture the experiences of identity over the life course; offer narrative (qualitative) discussions 
of identity from participants; or agentic strategies for self-development. Life-span encounter 
events includes positive events as a potential site for identity exploration. However, the literature 
surrounding encounter events in general and positive encounter events specifically, is sparse.  
 This dissertation serves as an interdisciplinary research project that stands firmly rooted 
in psychology and is intertwined deeply with Black performance studies, history, sociology, and 
bio-genetics. It also represents an important contribution to Black (Diasporic)/Africana Studies, 
psychology, and the performing arts. The following sections will briefly discuss how Black 
performance aesthetics explore identity and meaning making and how new genetic technology 
informs notions of history and reconciliation.  
Black (Diasporic) Performance 
Throughout American history, Black performance and Black performance aesthetics 





solidarity, and social/national critique. A “formalized” Black theater experience came to the 
forefront in the early 20th Century with DuBois’ The Star of Ethiopia, a pageant which opened 
in October 1913 in New York City. Written in 1911, DuBois hoped that Black pageantry could 
be used as a form of educational theater to educate both Black Americans and the white majority 
about Black contributions to global history (Krasner, 2002). As a production, the pageant stood 
in contrast to images of Black people popularized by Dixon (1905) and later Griffith (1915) of 
sexually violent and foolish Black men, unscrupulous politicians, and faithful, doddering idiots. 
In contrast, DuBois’ stories featured full-bodied Black characters. By centering Black history 
from the beginning of time to the present (the 1910s), DuBois countered white supremacy with 
an ideology of Black supremacy that centered a shared history/ancestry (i.e. diaspora; Krasner, 
2002).  The recognition of both a shared common core history and historical/ethnic differences 
based on place and time mirrors Hall (1990) and Bhaba’s (1991) definitions of cultural hybridity 
(identity is not an accomplished fact, thus reflecting place, time, and history). Black performance 
spaces (i.e. theater, dance, queer ballroom scenes) extend these opportunities of self and identity 
exploration that is deeply attuned to history.  
Social ghosts and the body – Southland (1951) and Walking out the Dark (2001) 
 Roberts (2011) discusses the concept of social ghosts by analyzing the performances of 
Katherine Dunham (Southland) and Ronald K. Brown (Walking out the Dark), Black 
choreographers, dancers, and educators who use dance to map social justice issues that continue 
to haunt the collective. Social ghosts refer to the “internalized dynamics of oppression that 
individuals adopt and learn, as well as pervasive social injustices woven throughout social 
institutions, structures, and bodies” (Roberts, 2011, p. 331; Bell, 2007; Hardiman, Jackson, and 





covert and overt means, they can easily be conjured and made visible. These social ghosts can 
also be embodied in order to identify social injustices that continue to live on in the present. 
Dunham’s and Brown’s work transverse the borders between the body and language in order to 
bring forth the social ghosts of injustice (i.e. body pedagogy). The naming of these injustices 
through dance and performance make visible and tangible invisibilized histories and create 
connections between past and present structural injustices (Roberts, 2011; Bell, 2007; Tuhiwai 
Smith, 1999).  
 Dunham’s Southland and Brown’s works highlight shared collective experiences through 
African-derived Black dance aesthetics. These ritualized movements create a critical, 
performative site of action for manifesting and embodying power relations that reflects the 
subjugated and specialized knowledges of African descendants (Roberts, 2011; Collins, 2000). 
By using historical narratives, myths, conflicts, human origin stories, and stories of domination 
and resistance, the past and present are bridged through the body. The performances become 
sites of encounter for performers and the audience to raise awareness, reflect, and potentially 
create social action, core ideologies inherent within Freire’s Pedagogy of the Oppressed (Freire, 
1970/1994; Roberts, 2011).  
 Pedagogy of the Oppressed (Theater of the Oppressed) builds upon Freire’s theory of 
critical pedagogy, which views society as inherently unequal and is concerned with how cultural 
formations, in general, and educational systems, specifically, allow for these inequalities to 
continue. According to Boal (1992), all human beings are seen as actors in their personal worlds. 
Conversely, everyone in life observes and thus takes on the role of the spectator. Theater’s 
purpose is to actively involve both actors and spectators (or spect-actors) in both the telling and 





characters and their motivations. Additionally, the audience can make suggestions to the actors, 
which can change the story’s outcome. These are bi-directional conversations where a facilitator, 
and sometimes the actors, discusses the trajectory of the story and what each element means with 
the audience. This process of deconstruction and reconstruction allows for engaged and active 
story building.  Additionally, the development of the story “allows for abstract ideas to be made 
concrete through examples, commanding the audience’s attention, beginning with the familiar 
and going to the unfamiliar, and allowing people to discover answers for themselves” (Hilton, 
1981; Botman, 2009). The most effective way for individuals to internalize the information 
garnered from the performance is through the audience’s active engagement. The audience must 
act as problem solvers and not as passive observers (Hilton, 1981). 
Genetic Ancestry Testing  
Direct to consumer genetic ancestry tests (DTC-GATs) are designed to trace an 
individual’s genetic history to a specific location, usually a continent. Some tests can identify a 
specific country or tribe within said country. All tests use saliva samples from the consumer and 
genetically match their DNA sequences against a broad database with samples from various 
global locations. Tests typically either trace sequences along the mtDNA, which is passed from a 
mother to all of her children, regardless of sex, or Y-DNA, which can only be passed from father 
to son.  DTC-GAT companies are specifically analyzing DNA that has mutated but does not 
effect human function in any significant way (i.e. “junk” or non-coding DNA). These sequences 
are copied in a specific pattern and can be used to make distinctions between individuals and 
groups (Nelson, 2016). They are passed generationally indicating a common genetic ancestral 
link (Abu El-Haj, 2012; Wailoo, Nelson, and Lee, 2012; Nelson, 2016). Distinctions can be 





to the validity of these tests, consumers are still accessing and using the technology in an attempt 
to partially solve questions of ancestral identity and to heal past transgressions, particularly for 
historically oppressed groups. Once these results are received, it is up to the “consumer” to 
interpret and (potentially) internalize these results.  
Using biological markers to confirm racial group membership, re-treads a slippery slope 
of biological determinism and potential emanations of racial violence. With the rise of the alt-
right over the past two years, white supremacists and white nationalists have increasingly turned 
toward direct-to-consumer genetic ancestry tests in order to prove their “Aryan” purity. 
However, for a significant number of users, their results have come back with percentages of 
indigenous and African genetic material, at a rate higher than by chance (Boodman, 2017). For 
traditionally oppressed minority communities who have been denied their cultural, political, and 
relational histories (Indigenous Americans; Black Americans), using genetic (ancestry) 
technology represents an opportunity to explore, define, and protect histories, knowledges, and 
communities from further subjugation and destruction. For many, it’s an act of resistance against 
centuries of colonial subjugation. These individual (and collective) projects represent a 
reclamation of technologies and sciences that have traditionally been used to otherize Black and 
indigenous bodies (Ossorio and Duster, 2005; Huberfeld, 1998; Zubieri, 2001; Wailoo et al., 
2012). This work is critical to the survival and healing work for cultures that have been 
ghettoized, demeaned, and stolen from “before our bodies are discarded like rinds of strange 
fruit,” as Jesse Williams, an American actor on “Grey's Anatomy” (ABC) so eloquently 






The leap into genetic “histories” is not without complications. While attempting to resist 
the destruction of cultures and histories, some have argued that biotechnology and genetic 
ancestry searches resurrect and scientize colonial notions of community, group membership, and 
“peoplehood” in attempts to protect said boundaries. In American indigenous contexts, reliance 
on the genetic technology oftentimes stands counter to “traditional” understandings of 
community, which refuses to be limited by biological markers (TallBear, 2013; Kauanui, 2007; 
Robertson, 2008; Morgensen, 2011). American indigenous perspectives maintain that tribal 
membership reflects a nexus of relationships and bonds that are expandable and are not rooted 
solely in genetic lineage (Kauanui, 2007). With this logic, using the genetic technology as a 
means of proving authenticity serves primarily as a means of re-affirming colonial positionalities 
concerning peoplehood (TallBear, 2013). Additionally, the “science” itself has come under 
scrutiny. Consistent challenges to the validity of the science of ancestry tests creates 
opportunities for physical resources, such as land rights (rites) and cultural practices, including 
dress and vernacular, to be plundered by dominant groups (i.e. cultural appropriation; Coombe, 
1993). Yet, at the intersection of the rise in bio-genomic DNA testing, particularly for people of 
African descent, lie a series of “haunting” social psychological questions about identity, history 
and policy.  
Interpreting genetic testing results – Reconciliation and healing in the 21st Century  
Nelson (2008) argues that the subjective interpretation of an objective fact (i.e. the 
genetic ancestry test results) molds racial identities. The relationship between race and genetics 
is not purely biological or social – it is a blend of both, as well as desires for history, context, and 
resolution. The human desire to create communities of obligation and legacy shapes the 





referred to as affiliative self-fashioning (Nelson, 2008). This process mirrors what Hacking calls 
the looping effect (Hacking, 1995; 2006). The looping effect argues that the sciences create a 
self-consciousness among kinds and classes of people who did not exist before. These categories 
are created in order to organize our world and to give individuals definitive properties, qualities, 
and aspects that we can control, admire, emulate, and understand. With the advent of new 
genetic technology, test takers are interpreting information provided by an entity in power (i.e. 
the genetic testing company) concerning what constitutes racial group membership. The 
interpretation of these markers positions the ancestry company as the arbiter of absolute truth. 
Recipients interpret and internalize said information because of a steadfast belief in the 
objectivity of science. However, in recent months, ancestry companies, such as 23 and Me™ and 
Ancestry.com™ have re-analyzed participants results and provided “new” information about a 
person’s racial group membership. These new results alter how participants understand and 
interpret what they previously thought to be true and raises questions about the validity of the 
science.  
Looping and affiliative self-fashioning share common threads with the racial identity and 
socio-cultural identity literature discussed previously. However, these “new” theories are born 
from and reflective of the real human interactions that are produced because of these scientific 
advancements. Over the past two decades, “genetic reconciliation projects” have taken root 
across the globe as attempts to rectify historical injustices (Nelson, 2016). For example, in 
Argentina, a group of grandmothers and activists known as Las Abuelas Plaza de Mayo have 
used genetic tests to identify the remains of their loved ones, as well as to find their 
grandchildren who were separated from their biological families in the late 1970s (Heyward, 





emotionally fraught and it is still contested if the work of the grandmothers and activists is 
necessary for national healing. Do we heal through forgiveness or by exposing all of the rot at 
the center of the issue? Can healing only occur through these means? Additionally, class and 
racialized differences between two leaders of the movement have bifurcated national support in 
ways which reflect a microcosm of the class and race hierarchies still in place in Argentina 
(Heyward, under review; Lazar, 2006).   
In the United States, genetic reconciliation projects have centered the Transatlantic Slave 
Trade, specifically through the African Burial Ground in Lower Manhattan and the fight for 
reparations in the early 2000s. The African Burial Ground sits at the center of the Financial 
District in Lower Manhattan, NY. It is the nation’s largest African gravesite, with an estimated 
15,000 to 20,000 free and enslaved Africans buried there (Wikipedia). Its position at the center 
of American finance highlights the juxtaposition and predatory relationship of the creation of 
American capital against the destruction of Black bodies.  The gravesite’s discovery in the 1990s 
brought the state’s complicity and participation in the slave trade, a fact which is often ignored, 
to the forefront of the public imagination (Nelson, 2016; Weis and Fine, 2012). In an effort to 
racially identify those who were buried, researchers focused on identifying the interred by their 
physical attributes (i.e. craniometry and femoral measurements; Gould, 1996).  However, this 
was not significant to those invested in this work. Knowing aspects of their cultural roots, such 
as burial rites and practices were more critical, as this knowledge would re-constitute those 
discovered as members of a distinct ethnic group in West Africa. This would humanize and un-
flatten those who were lost (Nelson, 2016; Mullings, 2000). The juxtapositions of pain, desire, 
and discovery all occupy multiple spaces within the psyches of those invested in the work of the 





experiences of the Africans, many labeled themselves as the descendant community. Although 
not directly related to these Africans, those invested in the work felt a deep kinship which 
traversed time and space. By continually seeking out new information about their ethnic roots, 
these root-seekers are healing historical trauma and incorporating this new information into their 
understandings of self, an act of racial becoming. 
In 2002, Deadria Farmer-Paellman filed a class-action reparations lawsuit, which 
requested $1.4 trillion from eight major companies, including Bank of America and Aetna, for 
their involvement in the slave trade (Farmer-Paellman v. FleetBoston, 2002). Each of the 
companies named had insurance policies on the enslaved (Nelson, 2016; Olson, 2008). The case 
was eventually over-turned in part because of the lack of specificity in identifying the connection 
between those alive and named in the 2002 lawsuit and those who were captured and sold into 
bondage. Reparations cases also require direct evidence of mistreatment of people still or 
recently alive (i.e. Japanese internment and the Jewish Holocaust; Nelson, 2016; Olson, 2008). 
In 2005, Farmer-Paellman refiled a reparations suit against the same companies and included 
DNA ancestry results that showed that she descended from the Mende people of Sierra Leone. 
Again, the courts over-turned the case citing the necessity for a “genealogy of capital,” which 
would require descendants to identify a specific ancestor who was covered by Aetna or one of its 
predecessors (Nelson, 2016; Wailoo, Nelson, and Lee, 2012). This would prove that the 
individual was entitled to the profits earned by the institutions in question. This particular 
constraint is insurmountable considering the nature of the slave trade. Slave manifests and bill of 
sale records do not explicitly name enslaved individuals. Much of the lineage work is (or can be) 





dispossession, wherein structures of power continue to deny both individual and collective 
humanities and prevent opportunities for healing.  
The Present Work 
With the rise of white nationalist movements, racial violence, and new genomic 
technology, it is imperative to expand our social psychological and cultural understandings of 
racial identity processes as dynamic, non-linear and deeply affected by both events in one’s 
control, and beyond one’s control. This study aims to explore how identity transformation occurs 
through a series of smaller appropriative acts and how new genetic technology and theater 
drama/performance (agentic/self-initiated encounter events) inform and complicate our 
understandings of race and meaning making (See Figure 1 and Figure 2 for a graphical 
representation).  
For this dissertation, TCP (anonymized name), an arts-in-education program based in 
Brooklyn, NY, was used as a space to explore how processes of racial becoming are experienced 
by a self-nominated collective of Black narrators/actors/participants. TCP aims to heal historical 
traumas by connecting participants to their ancestral roots using genetic testing. Participants also 
create theater pieces that discuss personal and collective experiences with identity development, 
racism, and trauma. TCP’s work bridges the “hard sciences” (bio-genetics) with the “soft 
sciences” (psychology, theater) to create a true “social science” that engages with and challenges 
traditional notions of identity formation. This dissertation project is entering at these critical 
junctures in order to expand the dialogue between the social and biological sciences. 
Throughout this work participants’ desire to be respected (seen), to belong, and to expand 
their Black/African consciousness through the familial histories are essential throughout this 





interface between themselves and the outside world reverberates throughout their work with TCP 





Chapter 2: Methods and Analysis for the Present Study 
Genetic ancestry testing and theater performance create distinct and complementary 
opportunities to more deeply explore the concept of racial becoming. While each of these tracts 
is seemingly disparate, the work of TCP, an arts-in-education program based in Brooklyn, 
bridges together these literatures and forms of knowledge production to create new and complex 
understandings of identities. For the purpose of this dissertation, the work of TCP will be used as 
an example of a self-initiated (or agentic) encounter event. TCP uses direct-to-consumer genetic 
ancestry tests (DTC-GAT) and devised theater to explore participants’ histories and identities. 
Because individuals self-select into this program, we can constitute membership and 
participation as a self-initiated encounter event. Drawing on Cross’ generative treatment of 
“encounter,” we introduce TCP as a site of elective encounter; an agentic move toward 
encountering biological, historic, cultural and relational information about cultural origins, 
legacies and desires. 
Background information on TCP 
Idris Njoya and Nisha Sterling5 founded TCP, an arts in education program based in 
Brooklyn, NY and Washington, D.C., in 2009 after witnessing several celebrities receive their 
ancestry results on Henry Louis Gates’ “Finding Your Roots” (PBS). For the co-founders, it was 
clear that discovering ancestral roots would be a step towards liberation. Idris noted, however, 
during a pilot interview that “there’s a lot of work that comes with relinquishing things which 
you inherited from crisis and embracing new things…So we knew that we couldn’t just give 
people DNA tests cause that doesn’t solve our problem. You have to unpack ‘Blackness’ as a 
                                                            





concept for people, not from theories, but from how people actually behave, which is why we 
use theater.” By bridging theater and genetic ancestry testing, Nisha and Idris envisioned an 
opportunity to expose and explore legacies rooted in ancestral lineage and traumas and develop 
paths towards new futures. Part of this new future is rooted in the specificity of ethnicity within 
the African continent. Idris and Nisha both lived in thriving Caribbean communities in Brooklyn. 
These communities are rooted in the cultural and socio-historical differences that exist between 
countries of origin. Africa, however, remains generalized, which according to Idris, allows for 
the continued exploitation of the continent (Africa) for its resources. True liberation for the 
continent would “jack up” exploitative narratives that dominate conversations related to the 
continent.  
As an arts-in-education program, TCP uses a unique blend of genetic ancestry tests and 
African performance techniques to create theater that reflects each cycle’s interests, a 
community-driven process, which usually centers the cast’s racial identity development, conflicts 
with identity, and relationship and family dynamics. At the conclusion of the final performance, 
each participant’s ancestry is revealed. There is no formal script and all performances are 
typically performed only once. Each cycle has no more than nine participants, with each actor 
embodying multiple roles and characters. Residencies usually occur in middle and high schools 
because of the potential impact on identity development that occurs during this stage (Sellers et 
al., 2006; Ward, 2004). Over the course of the nine weeks, participants co-develop pieces with 
facilitators before the final performance, a technique rooted in Boal and Freire’s Pedagogy of the 
Oppressed. This process, known as devising, allows participants to share their personal 
experiences, which are then translated into scenes. This work deepens the context and meaning 





This present cycle condensed the usual nine-week residency into a three-week residency. 
This was only one of three “adult cycles;” all other residencies took place in high schools or 
middle schools. Additionally, the residency took place at an arts-in-education cultural institution 
located in Harlem. Each of the participants had a previous relationship (working or otherwise) 
with one of the facilitators, Idris Njoya (co-founder of TCP), Laila Williams (board member and 
facilitator), and Tamar Jones (facilitator). By pulling from already existing networks, the present 
cycle deepened their connection amongst themselves. This recruitment strategy was atypical, as 
other cycle participants were pulled from existing arts programming at the host institutions. It is 
also important to note that the facilitators all had a close working relationship with the co-
founder of African Ancestry, Gina Paige. Paige helped to support the work of TCP by visiting 
during early devising sessions to explain how genetic testing worked and to reveal the ancestry 
results. This connection has been built over several years and represents the importance of 
knowing and developing trust and relationships between individuals. Through this connection, 
doubts, questions, and fears about genetic testing and identity protection, are resolved.  
All cycle members were self-identified Black adults ranging in age from 18 – 43 (n = 8). 
The group included: Ese (43), a paraprofessional in an NYC public school and masseuse; Tiana 
(41), a daycare attendant; Dwayne (37), a playwright and actor-teacher; Quincy (18), a student 
and actor; Noah (37), a playwright and actor-teacher; Baba Amir (58), a babalowa (Yoruban 
priest) and an artist; Alexis (34), a professional dancer and youth coordinator; Camille (34), an 
actress and waitress; and James (42), a teacher and actor.6 (See Table 1 for further information 
                                                            





concerning the participants, including the methods each participated in over the course of this 
study).  
 TCP’s work sits at the center of a performance matrix which pulls from West 
African/Black performance aesthetics, including call and response; itutu (coolness) and 
storytelling (Farris Thompson, 1973); DuBois’ Negro history pageants; Boal/Freire’s Theater of 
the Oppressed, and Katherine Dunham’s dance anthropology. The varying techniques employed 
by the performers and the facilitators required research methods that were adaptable and flexible 
to the project itself. Additionally, because the research centers racial becoming, it is imperative 
to use research techniques that speak to this new developing field. The present study utilized a 
series of methods – critical identity maps; modified life span interviews; participant observation; 
focus groups; and auto-ethnography. 
Methods 
 As you will recall from the introduction, several questions frame this dissertation: 
1. How do individual Black adults narrate processes of racial becoming? 
a. What role does genetic ancestry testing play in processes of racial 
becoming? 
b. How are genetic ancestry test results interpreted and incorporated by 
members of TCP? 
2. How does self-determination (kujichagulia) become an act (or acts) of resistance?  
3. How do participants navigate historical and collective traumas (social ghosts) 
throughout their performances and their lives? 





To interrogate these questions, a variety of qualitative methods were used – critical identity 
mapping to understand how people of color represent their intersectional selves; life-narrative 
interviews to trace how racial identities have changed over time; and participant observation 
during devising and a group interview to understand the collective project of interrogating 
collective histories and identities.  
Critical Identity Mapping 
Critical identity mapping is a qualitative research technique born from feminist 
methodologies, which asks participants to graphically represent some aspect of their identities 
(Sirin and Fine, 2007; Wilkinson, 1999). For example, in Sirin and Fine’s (2007) work with 
Muslim American youth in the New York City tri-state area, participants were asked to visually 
depict their Muslim and American identities. Participants often depicted a lived experience that 
existed on a fault line between “American” and “Muslim,” which was continually negotiated 
(Sirin and Fine, 2007). For this present study, participants were asked to graphically display how 
their Black identity changed over time (n = 8). During this session, they were told that they could 
use words, images, colors, anything that would accurately capture their experience over time. 
Participants were given about 20 minutes to draw their maps with markers, crayons, colored 
pencils, and watercolors. Map examples for two participants – Tiana and Ese – can be found in 
the Appendix (Figures 3 and 4). Because of time constraints, maps were discussed at the 
beginning of follow-up individual interviews.  
Life-Narrative Interviews 
Follow-up individual interviews were adapted from McAdams’ life span interview 
protocol (McAdams, 1995). The protocol is rooted in the belief that people construct and 





multiple interpretations, reflecting the competing and complimentary selves previously 
discussed, and which anchor racial becoming (i.e. dialogical selves; Raggatt, 2000; Tappan, 
2005). The original life span protocol is divided into nine parts – Life Chapters; Critical Events; 
Life Challenges; Stories and the Life Story; Alternative Futures for the Life Story; Personal 
Ideology; Life Theme; and Other (for further clarifications). The protocol was modified to more 
directly reflect the needs of the present study (See Appendix A for the modified version of 
McAdam’s Life Span Protocol). The protocol was used in pilot tests and through theA total of 6 
follow-up interviews were conducted in the few weeks following conclusion of the cycle 
(October to November 2016). Interviews ranged between 1 hour and 2 hours and 30 minutes. 
Alexis, Camille, and James did not complete individual interviews at the time of data collection.7 
Participant Observation 
 Over the course of three weeks in the Fall of 2016, the researcher observed devising 
sessions and rehearsals amongst the group that typically lasted about 2 hours, for a total of 30 – 
35 hours of active observation and participation. In this form of participant observation 
(moderate), the researcher maintains a balance between “insider” and “outsider” roles, by 
embracing the skills and customs of the groups (i.e. opening exercises in the case of TCP) and 
detaching when necessary in order to remain objective (Spradley, 2016).  
Theater performance  
 Transcripts from the final performance of Black Legacy Matters were analyzed for 
common themes related to the research questions presented previously. The transcripts for 
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selected and relevant scenes are available in the Appendix (Appendices C – H). The performance 
and reveal lasted a little over two hours, with one hour dedicated to the performance, a brief 
fifteen-minute intermission, and one hour for the reveal. There were about one hundred people in 
attendance, many of whom were family and friends of the participants.  
The title of the piece was co-created by the participants to capture the importance of 
creating a legacy that can be passed to future generations. The ancestry results served as a 
tangible “relic” that could be passed generationally. Additionally, the stories performed on stage 
tackled generational legacies that have informed each of the participants lives. These legacies 
matter in relation to their own experiences of the world.    
Group interview 
A follow-up group interview took place three weeks after the performance with cycle 
participants and facilitators. Questions for the follow-up interview were co-designed between the 
researcher and one of the co-founders, Idris. Questions were designed to target specific and 
collective experiences for each participant and garner feedback on the programming itself (See 
Appendix B).  
Data Analysis 
All methods were analyzed using thematic analysis technique (Braun and Clarke, 2006). 
Thematic analysis is a method for identifying, analyzing, and reporting themes within the data. 
Thematic analysis offers flexibility and multiple analytic options in relationship to the data. 
Additionally, it can show similarities and differences across the data set and allows room for 
social and psychological interpretations of the data (Braun and Clarke, 2006; See Table 2 and 







Radical Citation Practices 
Throughout this dissertation, I’ve committed to citing primarily persons of color, both in 
and outside of the academy. This practice is born in part from radical citation practices, which 
encourages scholars to center marginalized voices in the work through citations (Ahmed, 2013; 
Tuck, Yang, and Gatzambide-Fernandez, 2015). Part of my commitment stems from the data 
itself. Participation within the community, as well as the analysis of the data, required me to look 
outside of academia to find sources and texts that spoke more specifically towards individual 
experience. Throughout the performances and devising, participants referred back to significant 
cultural moments and artifacts that are not often covered in the literature and may be over-
intellectualized if it is present. By citing Black art (i.e. music, theater, literature), the work is 
allowed to shift away from the intellectual and instead inhabit the body through the lived 
experience. Power dynamics deviate away from the ivory tower and instead towards Black 
culture and the truths held within.   
 As noted earlier, this dissertation is bridging two disparate fields – genomic technology 
and theater – to understand how agentic encounter events impact racial becoming processes for 
Black adults. Chapter 3 centers how participants internalized their genetic test results, as well as 
how they performed their hopes for the future after taking the test.  Chapter 4 focuses on two 
participants – Tiana and Ese – and their individual experiences with TCP and the genetic results. 
Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the dissertation by offering potential future directions and a self-
reflection by the author on their experience. Before reading further, please read the transcripts of 
TCP’s performance of Black Legacy Matters. This will help to contextualize the scenes and the 
analysis further. 






Chapter 3: The Science of Genetic Ancestry Testing and Processes of Becoming 
 Throughout this chapter, I’ll be exploring how the test was referenced directly on stage. 
I’ll then discuss how participants processed through their results and interpreted them within 
their personal lives. The results were given at the conclusion of the performance in front of the 
audience. However, rather than analyzing the initial response, this chapter is instead focusing on 
the group interview, which took place nearly two weeks after the performance. During this 
interview, participants were asked questions about their initial experience with the test results, as 
well as their experiences with TCP (See Appendix B).  Additionally, where relevant, content 
from individual interviews, critical identity maps, and performances are introduced to provide 
further context for the data presented. Prior to reading this chapter, please read the transcripts 
provided in Appendices C – H. In future iterations of this work, the Black (Diasporic) 
performance aesthetics discussed in Chapter 1 will be further analyzed across TCP’s 
performances. 
Kujichagulia (Self-Determination) and Genetic Ancestry Testing: How it appears through 
performance 
Kujichagulia is the second principle of the Black Diasporic holiday, Kwanzaa. 
Established by Maulana Karenga in 1966, Kwanzaa is designed as a system for healthy living 
which centers Black American connections within the African diaspora. Celebrated over seven 
days, each day centers a particular principle, which is designed to improve overall well-being 
and connection throughout the year. Kujichagulia represents self-determination, which refers 
directly to defining our identities for ourselves, as well as creating and speaking for ourselves. 
Although not named specifically, co-founders Idris Njoya and Nisha Sterling, used some of this 





that stand in their specificity, it is possible to formulate liberated identities that are not bound to 
American concepts of race and ethnicity. Connecting with the lived experience of Blackness and 
performing aspects of it for a wider audience allows for the cast and others to unpack the 
meaning of certain behaviors. There is also the opportunity to build and imagine different 
futures. Throughout all of the performances there is a deep desire to know and experience a truly 
liberated, authentic self.  
Throughout some of the performances, the actual genetic test was seen as a gateway to a 
deeper exploration of the self, a means of connecting the identity beyond the present moment. 
For all participants, the test was seen as a means of determining their own path, identity, worth, 
and how they would personally function in a world that had continually denigrated their 
existence. Below I discuss specific scenes where the conversations surrounding genetics, history, 
identity, and theater are animated by and through the key informants. 
Royally Black 
 Alexis’ and Quincy’s scene delves into self-determination in the latter half of the 
performance (Appendix C). After recounting their experiences from earlier in the day, both 
players turned to each other unsure of how they could combat these assaults (i.e. “you’re pretty 
for a dark-skin;” not being seen (literally) even with the help of a stage light, etc.). “Gina Paige” 
appeared with genetic tests in hand, offering them a chance to truly know themselves. They each 
imagined finding out that they were royalty. Alexis and Quincy pushed each other to imagine 
wilder and more elaborate manifestations of their potential royalty (crowns, robes, staffs). They 
were visibly excited and carried themselves with more pride. Alexis turned the words others 
threw at her into affirmations of self and ridiculed others for not knowing their ancestry. Both 





he states outright “kujichagulia,” while taking a warrior’s pose. This “battle cry” highlighted the 
importance of self-determination in the on-going battle to silence and oppress Black 
communities.   
During his individual interview, Quincy noted that as his understanding of Black history 
deepened, his toleration for whiteness reduced and he actively chose to be in Black spaces (i.e. 
Immersion-Emersion – “Intense Black Involvement” with “Anti-White” sentiments; Cross and 
Vandiver, 2001; Vandiver et al., 2002). For Quincy, being woke meant “fuck all white people.” 
However, the mentoring relationships he had with older Black adults helped him to redirect his 
energy. By actively hating white people and going out of his way to otherize them, he was still 
centering whiteness and not loving his own community. Each of his mentors loved their identity 
and their culture so fully that it left little room to be concerned about whiteness. Choosing to 
center loving his community above hating outsiders was an act of refinement and self-
determination, processes inherent within racial becoming. Additionally, kujichagulia re-emerges 
through this anecdote. By shifting his focus towards his community, Quincy declared what 
worked for him and his community.  
Throughout his upbringing, Quincy felt as though he always had to carry some sort of 
armor to protect him from daily assaults in the real world. After receiving his results (Boobi 
People of Bioko Island and the Akan People of Ghana; See Table 4), he felt as though the armor 
had shifted.   
[The armor] wasn’t defense from…outside forces. It was really more of a 
preparation…Everything was defense with nothing inside. It was just a shell of armor – 
‘what am I gonna deal with next?’ But now it’s a different feeling. It’s like ‘Alright I love 





there’s a newfound reason to get out bed every morning…It’s no longer ‘I’m black and 
oppressed.’ It’s like now ‘I’m Black. I’m proud. I’m gonna show everybody that I’m 
proud and they’re gonna realize why.’ 
To Quincy, the experience of TCP and receiving his results shifted the protections he built 
around himself into a new form. These protections were designed to deflect the constant assaults 
faced in an oppressive society. However, upon receiving his results, he felt deeper pride. The 
armor was not covering fragility shaped by oppression. Rather, it was protecting his newfound 
pride that connected to his family legacy and ancestry.  
Despite this new armor, experiences with white supremacy still effected Quincy. A few 
weeks after the performance, while visiting his then-girlfriend in New Jersey, a group of white 
high schoolers called him nigger. The election of Donald Trump occurred only days prior to the 
incident, indicating an emboldening of racist beliefs and behaviors (Williams, 2018; Beutel, 
2018). Quincy froze and swallowed his rage because of their age and his location. Even though 
these kids were the aggressor, any response from Quincy would be read as violent. The strength 
that he gained from his results could only be applied if the circumstance allowed him to do so 
safely. Although he believed his results would help him to navigate these experiences more 
deftly, Quincy still had to contend with the actual lived experience.  The literature suggests that 
blatant racism (i.e. being called the n-word) is “easier” to overcome in comparison to smaller 
slights or micro-aggressions, which may appear as comments based on racialized stereotypes, 
because of the lack of processing needed to understand the intent behind the incident (Torres, 
Driscoll, and Burrow, 2010; O’Keefe, Wingate, Cole, Hollingsworth, and Tucker, 2014). 
Quincy’s real life experience reveals Cross’ notion of recycling (Cross and Vandiver, 2001; 





then be challenged again by negative outside perceptions of racial group membership. Racial 
becoming also ties into the continual process of undoing and reforming the self, exposing states 
of transformation. Next, I’ll explore another example of how the genetic test was used as a 
means of self-determination in both practice and performance.  
Proof (aka “Are…You…Black…Enough? – The Game Show) 
 “Proof (a.k.a. Are…You…Black…Enough? – The Game Show)” (See Appendix D) was 
inspired by the card game Black Card Revoked™, which was played during early devising 
sessions, as well as SNL’s popular skit “Black Jeopardy.”8 This scene dealt with Camille’s 
experiences of Black identity performance. Camille participates in the game show in order to 
prove that she is “Black Enough” because of the doubts her physical appearance often invokes 
from other members of her community. Throughout this scene, Camille took ownership over her 
identity and what mattered most to her sense of self. White Black, the host (Quincy), and the 
audience become judge and jury over her identity. These questions were designed to prove how 
down she was for Black struggle, her knowledge and if Black culture was truly core to her 
identity (Rockquemore and Arend, 2002; Rockquemore and Brunsma, 2002). After winning the 
game, Camille questions if this is it and declared that she wanted to know more. She chose to no 
longer participate in literal games to prove her Blackness. By doing so, Camille practiced self-
determination. She no longer used the markers of others to qualify or validate her Blackness. The 
markers set up by White Black, a “guardian” of Black culture, had no meaning because it did not 
                                                            







fill Camille’s deeper desires. She knew how to navigate these questions because of her own work 
in learning and curating her identity. The deeper knowledge of knowing where she was from and 
all that comes attached with it, could not be granted through these identity performances. With 
the appearance of “Gina Paige” on stage, Camille was offered another path, which she decided to 
pursue. This inclusion of the test represented an agentic encounter event.  
During the follow-up interview, Camille discussed how in new relationships she had to 
prove that she centered Blackness while acknowledging her privileges as a light-skinned Black-
white biracial woman. The tightrope produced feelings of inadequacy. However, after working 
with TCP and receiving her results (Fulani People and Yoruba People of Nigeria [maternal 
lineage] and Krobo People and Ewe People of Ghana [paternal lineage]; See Table 4, footnote 
19), she felt more certain about the boundaries that needed to be established between herself and 
others. Camille noted that she was “really embracing the people who do get it…the people that 
are there and not putting so much energy – even if it’s my family – into the people that don’t.” 
By creating these boundaries and redirecting her energy elsewhere, Camille established a 
network reflective of her present state and needs. She also acknowledged that the only people 
who may truly understand this transformation were this community. Rather than producing 
feelings of isolation, Camille drew strength from this and was grateful to know that the 
interconnectedness between all of them would help to carry them forward. This knowledge 
grounded Camille deeper within her experiences and enabled deeper personal growth that 
stabilizes her sense of self and refuted those who challenged her Blackness.  
The Meaning of the Results 
  The previous section centered how the genetic test showed up in the individual 





broadly at the interpretation of the results themselves and how participants began to apply 
meaning to the results received within their own lives. Across the individual interviews and 
group interview, three primary themes emerged - newfound confidence (kujichagulia); the social 
ghosts related to ancestral traumas, specifically sexual violence; and spirituality/mysticism. The 
conversations analyzed here represent initial responses to the results. Follow-up interviews 
regarding the long-term effects of ancestry testing could serve as a potential avenue for future 
study.  
Kujichagulia: Reclamations of self and history through DTC-GAT 
 Individually and collectively, participants discussed feeling significantly more confident 
and aware of themselves after receiving their results. Alexis, whose results came up the Mafa 
Masa and Kotoko Peoples of Cameroon (maternal lineage) and the Tikar People of Cameroon 
(paternal lineage; See Table 4), reported feeling more “swaggery” (Alexis’ description) after 
receiving her results. Others have picked up on the change and noticed her energy shift. When 
asked what’s different by her friends, Alexis responded that she was “Just learning some things 
about myself. I’m kinda liking it. Kinda feeling it. I guess that’s what you’re feeling – the love 
for myself.” This shift indicated the impact of the results on Alexis’ own sense of self-worth 
because it was tangible and concrete to others around her, but more importantly, it was concrete 
within herself. 
As noted earlier, much of Alexis’ performance centered the conflicts that arose in her 
personal life because of her darker skin. Alexis internalized many of these messages which 
created feelings of self-doubt and insecurity. She personally believed that there was something 
wrong with her because her parents, who were both dark-skinned loved themselves fully. Alexis 





performance and reflected on her role in these doubts, questioning if she didn’t do enough to 
make Alexis feel as though she was enough for people. Alexis commented that it took her aback 
and that she had a long conversation with her mother about it.  
I definitely learned like of course, it wasn’t her. My mom brought me to people all the 
time, other dark-skinned women that were doing amazing things. You know just to show 
me that it’s not a skin thing. It’s not – you’re not burdened because you’re dark skinned. 
Even she felt a little bad for a minute. You know I had to clear that up for her. We’re still 
learning.  
The performance itself allowed for Alexis to expose her emotions regarding her darker skin and 
the experiences which are connected to it. It also created an opportunity to deepen the 
relationship between mother and daughter by unpacking personal traumas and diving into 
discussions that might not otherwise have happened. By reflecting on her past and the 
environment in which she grew up, Alexis was able to further explore the dynamics of her own 
relationship with her mother. This reflection and incorporation reflects the becoming process. 
 Noah’s results were particularly complex. His maternal lineage came up Fula of Guinea 
Bissau, Pele of Liberia, Mende of Sierra Leone, and Temne of Sierra Leone through his maternal 
lineage and Soka of Gabon through his paternal lineage (See Table 4). For Noah, these results 
represented a deepening of his confidence, his self-worth, and increased his sense of power.  
These results were important to him and “meant so much I actually cried on stage.” Noah 
continued: 
It was just things that really got on my nerves and things that I thought were just so 
important were just really unimportant after that…Even right now, even though it’s not 





self-doubt, I’m able to grind something from inside of me and I repeat to myself all the 
different places that I’m from. “I’m from here. I am this. I am that.” It gives me a power 
and a confidence that I did not have prior to coming to TCP. I feel taller. I’m a lot more 
direct with people. I’m drawing my line in the sand and putting a lot of people on notice 
of how I will and will not be talked to and how I will and will not be treated. It just feels 
like I got back-up. It feels like I’m just not out here Black in America. I got options. I 
come from somewhere. You can’t tell me nothing about me because I know everything 
about me. I know my whole family’s history in America and now I know where I’m from 
in Africa so there’s really nothing you can do with me now. I feel – I feel unstoppable. I 
feel indestructible. That’s the best way I can put it.  
Noah drew meaning, purpose, and confidence from the ancestry results. The results themselves 
became a coping mechanism that helped him to navigate through moments of self-doubt. 
Knowing his family’s ancestry created a safety net, which emboldened him to set clearer 
boundaries with others. This new knowledge, along with the knowledge, he had prior about his 
family’s history in America, only further solidified his sense of self and inner strength. The 
ancestry results represented a completion of an unfinished chapter between him and his ancestors 
in this present moment. He felt unstoppable and indestructible because of this information. No 
amount of outward aggression could damage his own sense of self because of the personal 
knowledge gained.  
(Re)awakened tensions  
 While it would be easy to center the confidence and strength that participants drew from 
the experience of TCP and the actual results, the complications surrounding the experience are 





results. Most questions stemmed from family members and friends who didn’t have a full 
understanding of the science of the tests themselves. Alexis noted that her grandmother 
immediately questioned how the ancestry company could really know their ancestral lineage and 
how could they be sure it wasn’t just made up. She tried explaining the process but her 
grandmother was still skeptical about the veracity of the research. Nisha, co-facilitator of TCP, 
noted that this was a very common response, along with indifference and excitement. It’s 
interesting to note that the women who were part of the cycle did not express personal doubts or 
tensions to the same extent as the men. The men’s vulnerabilities concerning the next steps, 
changes to family dynamics, and the fear of isolation were palpable and readily shared.   
Social ghosts and (ancestral) traumas: Colorism and fetishization through rape and sexual 
assault  
During a recent talk at the University of Missouri, Junot Diaz discussed the impacts of 
the legacy of sexual violence on the African Diaspora. “How do communities like ours, with this 
long history of sexual violence and sexual predation, how do we as a consequence of that wrestle 
with the possibility of intimacy? In other words, where does love reside in bodies that spent 
centuries being told that they could not partake in love?” (Diaz, 2018). These questions of value, 
intimacy, and the potential to experience love in its truest form, runs as an undercurrent through 
certain performances and interviews.  Dwayne’s scene (See Appendix E) confronts these 
questions related to ancestral trauma and their manifestation in modern life, specifically as it 
relates to Black relationships generally and his relationship with Camille, his fiancé specifically. 
 Throughout the Fall of 2016, the presidential debates and the recent murders of Black 
men, women, and children antagonized Dwayne’s greatest fear of being unable to protect his 





is imperative to reflect on the root cause of these pathologies. The attraction from both Ese, the 
slave master and Ese, in the present are connected to her proximity to whiteness and manifests 
commodity fetishism as proposed by Baptist in 2001. Commodity fetishism states “goods appear 
as abstractions with their own existence and their own value, independent of the social labor of 
the human beings who created them…[S]uch goods have no relationship to the exploitative 
process of production.” (Baptist, 2001, p. 1624). Goods created under this commodity fetishism 
are given their value and power by the fetishists themselves. Additionally, Baptist argues that 
advertisements that specialized in the sale of lighter-skinned, mixed race enslaved women (i.e. 
“fancy maids”)9 produced a fetish market for slave masters and traders to indulge and create their 
own predilections, a market to have sex with their own histories (2001). Because fetishists imbue 
meaning onto objects, “one cannot distinguish in any useful way between ‘real’ and ‘false’ 
commodities, for each one of these social and cultural ‘facts,’ whether an inanimate object or an 
enslaved human being, is the product of determined and meaningful self-deception and 
forgetting” (Baptist, 2001, p. 1624).   
For Ese, the slave master, he is a direct participant and creator within this fetish market. 
Ese, in the present, buys into the remnants of the market by privileging and exoticizing Camille 
because of her features and reciting word for word the language of the oppressor (“I can protect 
you. You shouldn’t be alone.”). It is assumed her existence (at least, in the narrative of the scene) 
is produced by the very same system, which re-possesses her body at its conclusion. In other 
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words, her existence is a product of rape (again, within the context of the scene) and it is carried 
forward as part of her character’s own history and lived experience. The construct of commodity 
fetishism survives across generations because of the meaningful self-deception regarding the 
potential meaning of her existence. For the generations that follow, it manifests as a form of 
internalized racism, where lighter features are immediately privileged within American society; 
it is a deeply gendered process where women’s bodies are effected most directly.   
During the scene, Camille is approached by Ese, the slave master and is commanded to 
follow him offstage. The actual rape is alluded to in the performance. The decision not to center 
the actual act was purposeful and allowed for the story to acknowledge Black women’s 
(ancestral) trauma without re-traumatizing those in the audience or in the scene. These histories 
are commonplace and often enter the mainstream through popular culture (i.e. Twelve Years a 
Slave (2013); “Runaway” by J. Cole (2013)). However, direct acknowledgement of this history is 
silenced. The lynching of Black men is emblematic of racial violence throughout the South but 
not sexual assault. Civil Rights leader, Rosa Parks investigated the sexual assault of Black 
women by white men, an occurrence so common that it was considered a rite of passage for 
Southern white men (McGuire, 2011). This “privileging” of certain types of racial violence 
indicates the sexism that is inherent within movements for racial equity.  
Camille is not seen as fully human in either scene. Ese as slave master and Ese in the 
present do not react to or acknowledge any of her emotions; they only respond to Dwayne’s. 
This ability to see Dwayne highlights their ability to recognize his anger, and potentially, his 
humanity. He is a “full-fledged” person, to an extent, and as such “both men” (i.e. Ese) are able 
to respect him and see him. In other words, masculinity recognizes and respects its reflection. 





is not extended to Camille, and her verbal and non-verbal protestations are overlooked. In the 
present-scene, Ese only stops harassing Camille when Dwayne returns from the bathroom to 
“claim what is his.”  This represents an ingrained belief that a woman’s autonomy is owned by 
another. As Fannie Lou Hamer noted, “a Black woman’s body was never hers alone” (Hamer, 
Date Unknown; McGuire, 2011, p. 156; Lee, 1999). Despite the use of her voice and attempts at 
enacting her agency, Camille is still devalued and rendered only as an inanimate object.  
Conflict within the body 
 Noah descended from the Mendes and Temnes of Sierra Leone. He struggled with 
researching this particular aspect of his lineage because of the complex history between the 
Mendes and the Temnes. The Mendes and Temnes were warring tribes, and during the height of 
the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade, the Temnes sold Mende captives into bondage. Noah said 
knowing even this basic history forced him to consider that his maternal ancestor may have been 
the product of sexual violence. He struggled with this information because of his changing 
support system. Previously, he relied heavily on his fraternity brothers but they began parting 
ways because “a lot of them [were] not willing to give up their hyper masculinity, a lot of their 
misogynist ways, ways that [he] can’t ignore.” Noah could not be friends with other Black men 
who have purposely harmed women through their actions. However, he had to still contend with 
the reality that his maternal lineage was potentially born out of similar violence that he rejected 
in others. Noah mentioned that even though he may never truly know what happened two or 
three centuries ago, the very idea of it, caused him to feel particularly vulnerable and unsure of 
how to contend with this knowledge. The central question becomes – How do you heal from 
(sexual) trauma that is written in the genetic code? (Yehuda, Bell, Bierer, Schmeidler, 2008; 






 Some participants had reservations and questions about identifying and labelling 
themselves as members of their ancestral communities. Dwayne had recently been invited to 
participate in a playwright workshop and showcase for writers of African descent. When asked 
about his ethnic origins, he paused and instead wrote Black American, even though he had 
discovered his ethnic origins. For Dwayne, the knowledge of his Hausa roots could not bear 
weight or meaning without the necessary knowledge. Until he had a full grasp on this new ethnic 
identity (cultural, food, history, and music) and its attached history, he could not in good faith 
claim ownership of or membership within the Hausa of Nigeria.  The work of breaking through 
his own “pathologies” were also critical to this process of reclamation.   
Quincy expressed hesitations about visiting Ghana and Bioko Island in the future. The 
fear was both programmed into him from other sources (i.e. “Africa is violent and dangerous”), 
as well as his own research about inter-ethnic violence occurring on Bioko Island. Quincy also 
identified his fear as stemming from an anticipated lack of acceptance from both the Boobi 
People and the Akan. “It’s not even that [I’m American]. It’s just being an outsider. By blood, 
I’m from there but y’know I’m still an outsider.” (Emphasis added.) Like Dwayne, he had not 
claimed ownership over the identity fully. He recognized himself as an outsider and that he may 
be read as one because of his upbringing.  Ownership and mastery re-emerge in this context 
(Bakhtin, 1981). As noted earlier, individuals must apply their own meaning and interpretation to 
common words and beliefs before they can master it. Without mastering the history or the 
culture, owning or claiming the identity of the Boobi People, in Quincy’s case, could not happen 
without first mastering aspects of the culture. This “bifocalism” (i.e. ability to see how he is read 





culture/community (Weis and Fine, 2012). He questioned whether he could claim this identity. 
Although he is related by blood, would that be enough to constitute him as a member of either 
community? Too often, it is assumed that people use the fully adopt the results without hesitation 
and thereby use the “new identity” results as a means of gaining material goods (i.e. land, 
money, and citizenship. However, the internal processes are much more nuanced, painstaking, 
and complex, in comparison to the potential attainment of material goods. Doubt and fear still 
emanate throughout the interpretation of this information.  
Mysticism and spirituality through ancestry 
 The meaning of the results for each participant did not tie solely to the results themselves. 
It was the interpretation of the results and its embeddedness within the spirit (or soul) that 
created meaning. For most participants this indicated a re-awakening of ancestral connections, as 
well as a confirmation of desires and dreams. Black Legacy Matters was performed on the 
second new moon of the month, referred to as the Black moon in astrology. Traditionally, it 
represents a time for new beginnings, awakenings, and increased clarity about one’s journey 
(The Hoodwitch, 2016). This new moon increases intuition, while also helping to direct one’s 
life on a new path. Nisha and Idris both refer to the evening as a crossing over into a new 
experience and worldview. This alignment was deeper than coincidence; Spirit was at work.  
Dwayne and Camille had expressed during devising their belief that their relationship had 
happened before in a past life. Both partners felt that their results would come back from the 
same ethnic group because their connection could only be explained through ancestry. Part of 
Dwayne’s scene (See Appendix E) included this hope. While the scene centers rape and 
Dwayne’s fears related to losing his partner to structural violence, the story also connected to 





results were not ready. The results were ready three weeks later. Camille and Dwayne’s results 
showed that they were descended from the Fulani and the Yoruba People of Nigeria and the 
Hausa of Nigeria (See Table 4). Camille and Dwayne’s sense of connection deepened further. 
James also hoped for a deeper connection with his stepson. His particular scene centered 
his hope that his eldest stepson, Enzi, would share the same ancestry as he did, making them 
“family for real” (See Appendix F). James grappled deeply with his own insecurity that his 
stepson would reject him because of the lack of biological connection and hoped that the test 
would re-confirm their relationship. During the actual reveal, Enzi was brought on stage to share 
the moment with James, re-iterating the connection and bond the father and son had built. 
However, Enzi’s maternal results were not available at the time of the reveal. James and Enzi 
shared ancestry with the Temne People of Sierra Leone (See Table 4). James’ greatest dreams 
came to fruition. 
These results were shared about three weeks after the final performance during the group 
interview. For all participants, this was monumental. Camille, Dwayne, and James each spoke 
their desires and fate (or Spirit) “responded.” Additionally, the results represented an affirmation 
of already held beliefs and hopes and clarified what they already sensed to be true. Because the 
results were only shared amongst the participants, the sacredness of these results were 
compounded. Spirit re-confirmed its power by sharing the most sacred results only amongst the 
core group. Ese (43; paraprofessional and masseuse) noted during his individual interview that 
seeing and sharing that moment with the three of them was powerful. Bearing witness to these 
deeper ancestral connections showed him the power inherent within the group because of the 
group’s ability to call on larger Spiritual forces. Whether through the actual ancestry results or 





Ese noted that “it’s like we all…stayed on the same plantation. We all knew each other…You 
know we were all in sync with each other.” These connections between each of the participants 
facilitated deeper emotional ties that extended across time and space.  
 Noah saw his results as an explanation for his desire to fight against institutional 
injustices. Throughout his immediate family history, the men and women in his family fought 
consistently against white supremacist structures. This drive impacted multiple generations. One 
of his lineages included the Mende of Sierra Leone. The Mende are known for their political 
might as well as their military fortitude. One of the most famous Mendes, Sengbe Pieh (aka 
Cinque) was the leader of the revolution on the slave ship, The Amistad. The film Amistad held a 
special place in Noah’s heart even before discovering his results. He, his father, and uncles made 
a tradition of watching the film together during family events. Upon hearing it, the gravity of the 
connection magnified. Without even knowing the connection, his family sought out and 
continually returned to a part of their history. This not only confirmed aspects of Noah’s 
personality but spoke to larger (and smaller) powers and entities at play.  
 The interpretation of the results was critical to the participants. Each person added 
different layers of meaning within these newfound results. For most, the results enabled them to 
center the self and begin creating new futures that were not dependent on others. Many 
recognized the potential conflicts within the tests and the difficulties attached to embracing 
aspects of ancestral histories. However, they were still committed to determining their own 
futures and their own self-worth. The individual work done after receiving the results were not 
perfect, but they provided grounding and support for the own creation of new possibilities. The 
uncertainties, the hopes, the desires, and the results themselves are processed through by all 





(Nelson, 2016). Throughout this processing, the centering of nurturing spaces and experiences 






Chapter 4: Life Narratives 
At the conclusion of the cycle, each participant was invited to participate in an individual 
interview to discuss their personal maps, their life histories, and their experiences working with 
TCP. Six members completed the interviews. For the purpose of this dissertation, however, I will 
focus on two participants – Tiana and Ese – whose life stories exemplified some of the processes 
which came up for all participants of the program. Additionally, their unique personal narratives 
articulated some of the more complicated aspects of the racial becoming process.  
Tiana and Ese had different experiences that led them to TCP. While all participants 
entered into this work with a desire to re-evaluate aspects of their identities that ran deeper than 
the genetic ancestry results, each carries a distinct story line/desire path. Across their life span 
interviews, the players discussed a desire to learn about and unlearn parts of their identities 
shaped by family, friends, and peers. Each participant discusses a re-braiding and re-shaping of 
the self, based on new information received and gained through interactions with others, 
especially over the course of the TCP cycle. The narratives were tied together by three common 
themes – to be respected (seen); to belong; and to know their histories. Although all three themes 
were apparent across all interviews, including those not profiled here, a particular theme 
resonated and radiated throughout a particular participants’ data. For example, “to be respected 
(seen)” was a central driving force throughout Tiana’s narrative and performance. For Ese, his 
desire for a community that supported his idiosyncrasies manifested throughout his work. Both 
Tiana and Ese represented two ends of a spectrum. Tiana took the ancestry results as a driving 
force towards creating new futures and communities. Ese, however, had reservations about 
where this information would take him. The sharp differences between the two participants 





interweave each participants’ “starring scene” with their maps and their life interviews.  These 
three data points help to tell a richer, more dynamic story concerning each of their personal 
experiences.   
***  
Respectus  
“Respect” comes from the Latin word “respectus,” which means to look back, regard.  
The process of looking again is to hold what is before you in a new light, to interpret what you 
see from a different vantage point. This desire to be respected, to be seen again reverberates 
throughout and across this project. However, this interpretation of respect is captured fully in the 
above scene devised by Tiana (41; daycare employee, part-time stage manager) and delves into 
her desire to be seen (respected) as an entire person. Her first three suitors refuse to acknowledge 
her humanity, the depths of her identity and her knowledge of self. Instead they all rely on their 
wealth, status, and physicality in order to attract her attention. This focus on surface level 
attractions silences and ignores Tiana’s agency and yearnings for visibility and recognition. 
Throughout Tiana’s interviews, performance, and her map, she speaks of this desire to be seen 





Throughout her interview, her performance, and her map, Tiana journeys towards 
becoming her most authentic self. Tiana’s map (See Figure 3) uses words and imagery to track 
her personal progression over her life story. Tiana’s map features a blue line, which represents 
progression, transformation, and journey towards the self. At the end of the blue line in the top 
right corner is a picture of Tiana and the 
sun. The words confidence, knowledge, 
and self-love all sit as a crown around her 
head. Each of these are adornments that 
she gains as part of her journey. At the 
center of her map a triangular shape 
(bottom left to bottom right) is formed by 
three concepts/moments, which impacted 
her development – innocence; negative 
relationships with men; and motherhood. About her innocence, Tiana writes “not much attention 
from my mom, she worked a lot and was not affectionate, which gave low self-esteem. 
Although, I felt like I was special. I didn’t want anyone to know I felt that about myself.” During 
the discussion of her map, Tiana explains further that she felt that the tools necessary for her 
personal development were not present. Because of her mother’s work schedule and the 
subsequent lack of affection, it produced low self-esteem and trust issues. All of her siblings, an 
older sister and three younger brothers, experienced uniform neglect. Earlier themes related to 
self-determination and ancestral traumas reappear in the context of Tiana’s life. 
*** 





 “Do you see me?” Do you see us? 
 Tiana’s life experience included a constant invisibilization of her identity and her 
experiences. Her family did not encourage or discourage her self-exploration; more to the point, 
they were not interested in learning about the things which sparked her interest, specifically art 
and her family’s history. From her family, Tiana experienced a triple process of being looked up 
to (her career, her home), looked down on (how she raises her kids), and looked at as being 
strange or different. These lenses do not hold Tiana as a full, complicated person, and instead 
restrict and limit her agency. The imposition of others’ opinions, ideas, expectations all limit her 
ability to freely express herself.  
 The key point of contention amongst her siblings today is how she raises her youngest 
children, an 8-year-old boy and a 7-year-old girl. (Tiana has an older son, aged 25.) Tiana makes 
it a point to “grant them visibility” by allowing them to express their joy, their anger, and their 
disappointment. Because Tiana could not express herself, she makes it a point to give her 
children voice and to respect who they are and their potential. Tiana processes through their 
emotions by having them write out their feelings on index cards and recite positive mantras 
every morning. They cleanse negative feelings by “running colors,” which is a visualization and 
meditation technique designed to “wash” the spirit and the body of negative emotions. This work 
is not always easy for Tiana because of conflicts that arise when connecting with people and 
systems that do not always understand her or her children. According to Tiana, this lack of 
understanding has led to issues at her daughter’s school: 
 They don’t want her in the school. Sometimes she can’t express herself so they just look 
at her as a kid that’s acting out…I asked what happened beforehand, before the 





talking to me. Something happened. You’re not gonna tell me ‘nothing.’ My daughter got 
that way for a reason.  
Tiana is directly calling into questions how the educational system treats her daughter. Because 
educational systems have been designed in ways that stifle and oppress expression, Tiana’s 
daughter’s meltdowns are read as problematic. Interestingly, Tiana puts the onus back on the 
educational system for producing her “meltdowns.” Teacher and administrators, the anonymous 
they, tell Tiana that nothing happened beforehand but she knows that her “tantrums” are not 
happening in isolation or without provocation. There is a build-up to this moment. Additionally, 
for Tiana, the term “meltdown” becomes a tool of the system that tries to further invisibilize her 
daughter. She actively chooses not to recognize their definitions as they do not fully see her 
daughter in all her complications. Because she is unwilling to be silent, in the face of structural 
oppressions, Tiana has chosen visibility, an act of self-revelation (Lorde, 1977). As Lorde notes, 
“we can sit in our corners mute forever while our sisters and our selves are wasted, while our 
children are distorted and destroyed, while our earth is poisoned; we can sit in our safe corners 
mute as bottles, and we will still be no less afraid” (Emphasis added; Lorde, 1977, p. 42). By 
forcing institutions to respect (“look again”) her and her children, Tiana is transforming her fear 
into action. Continued silence will not protect them. These fears do no disappear by simply 
calling out these issues because this country is designed to produce new fears. However, being 
seen, which is an act of vulnerability, will be Tiana and her children’s greatest strength (Lorde, 
1977).  Tiana continues: 
There’s no way Imma live my life going through the things that I went through having 
my meltdowns and tantrums and…different situations and if my kid have it, try and stifle 





Again, Tiana is seeing her children in their fullness. She asks what the root cause is for their 
anger in order to fix it. Stifling their emotions invisibilizes them and neglects their identities. Her 
own experiences of not being seen by other is rectified by her choices to hold them in their truest 
form. Tiana is working to undo her own trauma, as well as the trauma that has been passed 
generationally.  
Although Tiana never says it outright, there is a trepidation attached to her approaches. 
She states “I know it’s gonna work out okay – great. It’s gonna work out great.” The shift from 
“okay” to “great” “vibrates” at a higher meta-physical level. By saying “great” in Tiana’s 
worldview, she is telling the Universe that she wants more for herself and for her children. Her 
reframing techniques will be discussed further.  
 The silencing of Tiana’s identity not only stems from dynamics within her family but also 
from interactions with her friends and peers. Tiana’s peers often called her bougie because of her 
physical appearance (light skin; brown-hazel eyes; thick, dark hair). Throughout her interactions, 
there was an expectation from both men and women that she would embody a superiority belief 
because of her physical attributes. These expectations are built upon structural dynamics related 
to colorism and whiteness that continue to haunt Black communities in gross and subtle ways.  
Because of this, Tiana often avoided doing her best because “I didn’t want to be so great that I 
wasn’t accepted.” In her map, under “innocence”, Tiana also notes that she felt special but she 
didn’t want others to know that she felt that about herself, as a means of being accepted. Tiana 
also points to people’s comments as being an out-growth of their jealousy of her. Her response 
doesn’t connect their reactions to a larger system based in colorism that grants Tiana certain 





Social ghosts: Fetishization revisited 
 The social ghosts that appear in Tiana’s performance are not conjured through direct 
means (i.e. the implied rape in Dwayne’s scene; Appendix E).  Instead they are invoked, through 
the men’s refusal to see her in truest form. For example, Wall Street changes Guinea to Gilly and 
gives this name to Tiana, which means he does not see her. This, coupled with his focus on 
material wealth, shows that he is holding her in his image and his creation, not her own. He is 
holding onto who she used to be and who he needs her to be for him and not who she is 
presently. Wall Street’s actions connect to the ways in which Black women are rendered 
invisible, hyper-sexualized, and minimized to caretakers and strong women.10 The scene also 
highlighted the permeation of white supremacy within Black society. Because of her lighter skin, 
the men view her as “a more desirable prize” indicating the permeation of white supremacist 
thought into Black communities. The inability to see her is not just a symptom of larger white 
society but one that is too often meted out by the hands of Black men.  
 Throughout Tiana’s interview, she makes it clear that ancestral experiences are still 
carried on her and her children’s bodies through their lighter features, which simultaneously 
haunt and carry privilege. These markers are constantly visible, acting more like poltergeists 
requiring attention, conversation, and engagement. Tiana was the only participant to take the 
                                                            
10 As Ralph Ellison stated in Invisible Man (1947): “I am invisible, understand, simply because 
people refuse to see me. Like the bodiless heads you see sometimes in circus sideshows, it is as 
though I have been surrounded by mirrors of hard, distorting glass. When they approach me they 
see only my surroundings, themselves or figments of their imagination – indeed, everything and 






myDNA mix test, a percentage-based DNA test, alongside the maternal DNA test. She did so not 
to prove her proximity to whiteness, but as a means of proving the depth of her blackness. After 
receiving her results (84% African and 16% European), Tiana grappled with their implications, 
specifically how she believed her European ancestry was born from rape. She stated “You know 
it just made me look at like ‘dang. How many people freaking [smacks leg for emphasis] raped, 
had sex with…my family?’…Is that why my babies came out with grey eyes and light skin 
because this grey eyed-blue eyed person down the line did something to my family member?” 
The shift from using the term “rape” to the term “sex” indicates an attempt to soften her initial 
statement, a habit that she has carried throughout her life. Additionally, Tiana is connecting the 
histories of the slave trade directly to her and her children’s lived experiences. This trauma not 
only sits under the surface, where it can readily be conjured but also is carried visibly on the 
body. Tiana processed through the privileges garnered and the pedestal she was placed on 
because of something outside of her purview and control. Additionally, she noted that even while 
watching films about slavery or the Civil Rights movement often evoked deep emotional 
responses that ran beyond basic empathy. She felt and saw the trauma and the pain within her 
spirit.  
Tiana’s initial exclamation (“How many (White) people freaking raped, had sex 
with…my family?”) connects back to the work of Baptist (2001) discussed earlier in Chapter 3. 
Baptist’s analysis of the slave trade through the lens of Marx’s commodity fetishism reappears in 
the context of this scene. As noted earlier, commodity fetishism states that “goods” manifest with 
their own meaning and value independent of the exploitative process of labor taken to produce 
said goods. Baptist contends that slave traders who specialized in the sale of lighter-skinned 





women, also known as fancy maids, were given particular meaning and status by the fetishists 
themselves (i.e. slave masters and traders).  
Because fetishists imbue meaning onto objects, “one cannot distinguish in any useful way 
between ‘real’ and ‘false’ commodities, for each one of these social and cultural ‘facts,’ whether 
an inanimate object or an enslaved human being, is the product of determined and meaningful 
self-deception and forgetting” (Baptist, 2001, p. 1624). This process of the self-deception and 
half-remembrance is apparent in Tiana’s own life. Although her lighter skin affords her more 
privilege, people must forget how her and her children’s existence comes to fruition through a 
degradation of African women’s bodies. Their social value is abstracted from the exploitation, in 
order to confer status.  
Tiana grapples with the desires that men have for her. In the performance, although her 
skin tone is never discussed outright, there is an assumption that their attraction to her is, at least 
partially, based on her lighter features. Tiana notes in her interview “sometimes I think yknow 
they [men] show a lot of interest in me sometimes cuz of the color of my skin and I don’t want 
that. I don’t want that.” For Tiana it is important to have friendships and relationships that are 
not solely based on her looks. The performance and interview also both speak to the internalized 
oppression/racism within the men, both onstage and off. They are reliant on European standards 
of beauty to determine Tiana’s worth, while also negating her true form. Their projections onto 
her body reflect back their own insecurities and oppressions created by White Supremacy. When 
Tiana makes demands on the men to actually see (respect) her, they turn on her because they are 
unwilling to put in the work of seeing her as a full human being. Instead Tiana’s body becomes a 
stepping stone toward white women (Becky), who are “easier to handle.” The demand to be seen 





visibility which makes us the most vulnerable is that which also is the source of our greatest 
strength” (Lorde, 1977, p. 42). Because Tiana no longer allowed others to see her from their 
particular vantage point, she decided her own fate and created a vision of what is possible for 
herself and her children.  
Reframing Life Experience 
As mentioned earlier, Tiana actively works to reframe her own experience in order to aid 
and support her children’s own development, as well as her own. Philosophically, Tiana believes 
that the blessings (i.e. her career, home, car) that she received vibrated at the exact frequency that 
she put out into the world. By constantly believing that she did not deserve certain kinds of 
relationships and “rewards,” she attracted and maintained aspects of her life that only met her 
basic needs but did not necessarily fulfill her desires. She has continually blocked her own 
blessings in order to keep her family whole and to mitigate any jealousy that they might 
experience from her success. Tiana disrupts this narrative in her own performance by 
interrupting each of the suitors as they attempted to impose their will on her, reflecting her need 
to assert and create her identity. She is rewriting her story and asserting her will by setting clear 
boundaries that were not set in past relationships. This performance of turning down these 
archetypal men provides Tiana with the opportunity to exert her will over her own life.  
Tiana processes her experiences of motherhood through this frame as well. On her map, 
Motherhood gets its own section, forming the base of the triangle. For Tiana, this is core to her 
identity and motivates her to do and be better for her children. Throughout the interview, Tiana 
reiterates her desire to protect them from experiencing what she experienced (i.e. abuse, neglect). 





is making sense of her pain as a means to connect with a larger purpose and a higher entity, and, 
in her day-to-day experience, as a means of being respected, recognized, and seen. 
As mentioned earlier, Tiana sees her negative experiences as fodder for helping her to 
raise her younger children, especially in relationships to their lighter features: 
My daughter has to go through that. My daughter has freaking grey-green-whatever-
color-they-decide-to-be eyes and this big personality and this yknow fair skin with this 
beautiful thick natural hair. Like you know she’s gonna be going through that 
[assumptions about who she is, men’s advances, etc] and I have to prepare her and I’m 
glad I went through it cuz I can teach her…. 
Although Tiana is often made invisible and imagined by others, she insists on seeing her 
daughter in all of her fullness and giving her the tools in order to see herself. Tiana feels better 
equipped to handle the experiences she’ll face because of her features. When asked about how 
she handles her younger son, who also has light grey-green eyes, she notes that there are 
gendered differences. Even though they both receive similar messages from others, Tiana states 
“it just always seemed like with a girl, you always gotta stay on top of it. You always look at 
men as being able to handle it on their own.” Tiana recognizes that her son and daughter will 
have similar experiences in relationship to messages they may receive about their skin tone. 
However, she still falls into the trap of assuming that her son will need less guidance. Tiana later 
says that men do need guidance and that she should give equal support, but she still feels that her 
daughter will experience a much different “hardship.” She is doing so in response to a system, 
which overtly exoticizes and fetishizes Black women. Because Black women and girls must 
continually contend with the sexualization of their bodies from a young age, the onus rests on us 





with her 7-year-old because Black girls are seen as responsible for their own actions and the 
actions of others from childhood (Epstein, Blake, and Gonzalez, 2017). This resurrects the social 
ghosts by reflecting on a system which believes that Black women’s bodies only serve as a 
means of sexual gratification (Gyaasi, 2017; Simone, 1966; Baptist, 2001; See Appendix I for 
lyrics to Nina Simone’s “Four Women”). Given these realities, Tiana’s work of acknowledging 
her children’s agency and power represents a reparation of respect. Seeing her children and 
acknowledging their agency and power restores their humanity in the face of structures that 
refuse to acknowledge their fullness. Rather than continuing to pass on her own trauma and the 
trauma of previous generations, Tiana choses to instill strength in her children. It is an attempt to 
mitigate feelings of worthlessness that too often permeate through generations.  
The Meaning of Ancestry and Processes of Becoming 
 As part of the individual interview, participants were asked to give a bumper sticker that 
described their life journey up until that moment. Tiana’s was “That’s right! I’m the shit.” This 
phrase represented her personal growth and processes of becoming. Throughout her lifetime, 
Tiana made it a point to recognize her own self-worth through her interactions with others and by 
participating in spaces where she could explore herself more fully. This primarily took place in 
the theater. Tiana worked on various theater projects as a stage manager and coordinator and 
would act periodically. These opportunities created spaces where she could be her truest self. 
 During her adolescence, Tiana had limited opportunities to develop and foster her unique 
identity. As she put it, “I identified with myself, by myself.” There was no encouragement or 
discouragement from her immediate family as she explored the arts and her identity. This may 
have lent itself to her independent streak. Tiana recognized that she should create her own spaces 





prevent jealousy amongst her family members. Doing so left her dissatisfied and unfulfilled. 
Rather than continuing to carry this burden forward, Tiana asserted her boundaries and declared 
that: 
If the energy is not right, I’d rather just do the alone thing…They’re [her siblings] so 
close minded. I don’t wanna be around that. And it sucks because I don’t wanna be 
around my family, but if you’re that way you’re gonna mess up what I’m tryna do for 
myself and my kids. …I wanna include them but I just have this thing. We’re only 
brothers and sisters because people slept together. That’s it. [laughs nervously] I know 
that’s kinda bad…A lot of people say ‘no. We gotta stick it out cuz we’re sisters’ and 
bring up the ancestors and shit. But really how much can you take? If that’s where you’re 
at, okay. I’m hoping you can get somewhere where we can go together. This is where I’m 
at. I’m not knocking where you’re at. I just want you to be more conscious.   
The creation of these boundaries represents a re-assertion of Tiana’s self-determination and her 
processes of becoming. Negative life experiences, coupled with forced independence, pushed 
Tiana to create new boundaries and communities in order to protect herself. Participation in TCP 
and receiving her ancestry results further re-confirmed her need to create her own space to 
flourish within. It’s important to note that Tiana recognized that her siblings may not be on the 
same journey with her, and while she does not look down on them, she hopes that in some way, 
they can come together. Until then, she would continue to build for herself and her children.  
 The work done with TCP helped to re-confirm Tiana’s belief in building a network that 
honored her work towards developing a different future. This was a sacred space because she 
was able to express herself and explore all elements of the burgeoning self. She established a 





motivated her enough to plan a trip to Sierra Leone in the Spring of 2017. However, due to 
circumstances outside of her control, she was unable to do so. Tiana acknowledged that there is 
additional work that must be done in order to unlearn some ingrained beliefs, while still 
supporting her children’s growth and development. Working with her “built community” would 
allow for this process to manifest in tangible benefits for herself and her children. Within Tiana's 
psyche and physical body, the work of TCP was an embodied experience, which continued to 
serve as a measure of possibility, growth, and protection. This embodiment of place highlights 
the deeper incorporation and meaning of the work that extends beyond the genetic and directly 
into Tiana’s spirit.  
*** 
“Blackness I Felt” 
 Throughout his map, Ese uses colors, words, and “days” to explain his personal 
progression (See Figure 4). Day 1 details an experience he had at 16 years old with the 
Monsignor of his Catholic high school. Ese needed extra credit to pass a class and asked the 
Monsignor how he could join in on a study group. The Monsignor told him that no study group 
existed and he would have to figure out something else. Later, Ese discovered that there was a 
study group but only white students were allowed in this group. Ese describes feeling these 
strong negative feelings towards whiteness and not really knowing how to handle his anger. Ese 





visible. There was no pride attached to his Blackness. It was guttural, a deep shame, guilt-ridden 
that caused him to almost not write the story.  
 Day 2 chronicled the completion and publication of Ese’s first novel “Evolution of a 
Nigger.” He self-publishes this book when his son was two years old. The book was originally 
written during a transitional time in his life. His 
ex-wife was pregnant and on tour with Alicia 
Keys. The housing crisis hit and he lost his job. 
After giving birth to their son, she goes back on 
tour within two weeks. During this time, Ese 
journals a lot about his feelings. He collected 
nearly 200 pages about the shift in power 
dynamics within their relationship; what it means 
to pursue one’s dreams at all costs; and the 
meaning of the word “nigger.” He pieced the story 
together from his own observations and the 
questions he had about using the term and what 
kind of father he wanted to be in relationship to it. Once the book was completed, Ese felt 
immense pride in his Blackness. He used a rich, brown to indicate the warmth and the pride that 
he felt in his identity. He also carefully colored around the edges of the story because of the 
significance to his own life. Ese did not want to damage the story in anyway.   






 Ese’s Day 3 was not a personal story from his own life. Rather, it was the story of his 
great-grandmother, the first Black dietician to work in the Veteran’s hospital in Tuskegee. When 
he heard this story he felt pride. “You kinda step a little better when you hear it.” She moved her 
family to New York after applying for and receiving a job offer as a dietician at Columbia 
University. However, upon her arrival, the initial offer was rescinded because of her race. In 
order to care for her family, she ended up cleaning houses for wealthy white people. Ese notes 
“she has what you have (Advanced Degree) … and she’s cleaning the toilets for white people 
and slowly dying inside.” Ese never met her but knew her kids, his grandmother’s siblings. The 
generational trauma was palpable. “The 
trickle down from the crumbs of her crazy 
fell onto the floor of her kids and they ate it 
up.” Ese mentions that his great-uncle is a 
very smart man but is “a little crazy” because 
he grew up watching her struggle through 
her own trauma. Throughout this discussion, 
he kept re-iterating how impossible it would 
have been for any other outcome to happen. 
This particular story was colored red because 
of the bitter-sweetness and the urgency 
attached to the story. Minimal color was used 
in order to protect the integrity of the story and show reverence to his great-grandmother and 
grandmother, G-Squizzy. Ese discusses how much pride he has in knowing this is what he came 
from but it hurt knowing that what he came from died unhappy and unfulfilled. As noted earlier, 





the red directly tied into Ese’s feelings of urgency. Because his grandmother, G-Squizzy, is 
aging (she was 80 at the time of the interview), Ese knows how important it is for him to get to 
Tuskegee and find out more about her mother’s accomplishments, so that she can have that 
information for herself.  
*** 
The central conflict throughout Ese’s work is his desire to belong within a community 
that allows for his full self-expression. Throughout his life story, Ese searched for a community 
that would support him through all of his idiosyncrasies. For Ese, TCP was a site for self-
discovery, exploration, and play. Because of this, he felt more beholden to the community than 
to himself to transform this experience into something meaningful. 
Respect Revisited  
 As noted earlier, respect refers to looking again, seeing someone or something in their 
fullness. Tiana centered this ideal throughout her interview and performance by demanding 
others see her and conferring visibility on her own children as well. A father to three children – 
an adult son, a then 9-year-old son, and a then unborn daughter, Ese discussed at length how 
made sure his middle son knew that he mattered.  
To Ese, one of the most important values in human life is freedom. Throughout his 
upbringing, Ese feared his mother and constantly second-guessed his choices, even if they were 
relatively minor. He argued that in Black households fear and dictatorship are instilled in 
children, which leaves little room for growth or experience. Because of this, he asks his son his 
thoughts on their changing family dynamics (Ese’s girlfriend was pregnant at the time of the 
performance). Even though they are not carrying through on his opinions or ideas, Ese “[felt] 





have this this lack of mattering… I realized that at 9, he’s growing, and he has feelings, feelings 
that at my 9-year-old, I had to find them in these places [taps on map] that weren’t necessarily 
good places to find it.” Learning from his own experience, Ese is seeing his son in his fullness by 
listening, responding and engaging with his son’s experiences.  
Ese extends this practice with his students. As a paraprofessional, Ese works closely with 
high school boys with behavioral issues. From his perspective, behavioral issues are exacerbated 
by white teachers’ responses to mostly Black and Brown children. Often, small 
misunderstandings escalate into more serious issues. These interactions reflect a lack of respect 
between teachers and situations and represent institutional refusals to recognize students in their 
fullness. Ese noted that his first two weeks left him emotionally fraught and he cried every day 
after work witnessing this invisibilization. Because of these onslaughts, Ese made it a point to 
treat his students with respect and talk to them as adults, while also challenging their 
assumptions. These conversations allow his students to reflect on their position in the world 
without judgment. Often many of these conversations start from Ese’s clothing. Typically, he 
wears “radical t-shirts” to school (i.e. Black Panthers, Malcolm X, sketches from the hull of a 
slave ship, etc.). The visceral nature of the shirts becomes a topic of conversation and a way for 
students to explore their own curiosities around race, identity, and history. Opening this dialogue 
with these students exposes them to histories that they may not otherwise get to explore in other 
classes. Additionally, the purposeful choices made by Ese to wear these specific shirts and 
engage with his students reflects the deep emotional connection and care he has for their 
personal growth.  
 This work is not always easy as Ese is conflicted with whether he is doing more harm 





interview, Ese and his son had a long conversation about Emmett Till’s death. After explaining 
the brutality of his murder and Mamie Till’s decision to have an open casket funeral, Ese’s son 
asked to see the pictures. Ese warned him that the images would be difficult to see. That night he 
had a nightmare and Ese began questioning his decision: 
I’m not trying to shelter him from the reality that we live in.…Then you battle with 
yourself because you wonder ‘Am I creating racism?’ I can’t create the racism. The shit 
was there! In showing him, have I overshown him? Or if I didn’t show him, am I being a 
better parent? [Pause].…I’d rather him know then walk around unconsciously like it’s 
just all good.  
In this context, respect manifests as the decision to show his son difficult images and talking and 
treating him as an adult. By exposing him to current and historical realities, Ese sets his son up to 
deal with circumstances that he might otherwise ignore. Ese sees and respects son enough to 
know the importance of these conversations. Respect is manifested for both parents – Tiana and 
Ese through seeing and hearing children’s emotional lives; fighting back against oppressive 
educational systems that attempt to minimize their experiences; and contextualizing current 
realities within larger historical processes.   
Embodying the cypher 
 Cyphers are spaces where rappers gather in a circle to recite and free-style their verses, 
showcase their skills, and exchange thoughts and ideas (Emdin, 2010).11 By standing in a circle, 
                                                            
11 Cyphers are descended from jubas, which are ritualized gatherings of individuals that create 
and raise a collective spirit, through improvised dance, music, singing, and movement (Irobi, 






participants create a social reality where information and energies are exchanged by those 
participating within the circle. Individuals can bear witness to the cypher and be enfolded within 
it through observation. However, the energy exchanged and created between actual participants 
cannot be fully penetrated. Music, generally a beat, establishes the tone and tempo for the 
cypher. Within that frame, participants can speed up or slow down how they engage with one 
another. Puns, references, disses, flow etc. establish deeper levels where participants and 
observers can “enter and exit” the performance based on their knowledges.12 
 During the course of devising, cyphers were spaces for energy exchange and community 
building. These spaces were significant because as Tiana noted “[it felt like] I was stepping out 
of reality or into reality every time we met, and I never wanted to leave. And I’m gonna miss that 
feeling. Only we know, right? Cuz we can tell people about it, but it is a stepping out of 
everything that is going on and into our thing.” (Emphasis added). Cyphers built a sense of 
community, which transformed perceptions of reality and created a space for deeper connection. 
This space created language specific within the group. “Cypher” didn’t just refer to the technique 
employed but also connected directly to the energy and community built by its members.  
Being a member of this community, produced a feeling of completion, consciousness, 
and safety within Ese. Being part of the work with his fellow cycle members and the facilitators 
Idris, Tamar, and Laila, felt like “a breath of fresh air” to Ese. He continued: 
                                                            
rooted in West African spiritual practices and celebrations. The juba requires participants to form 
a circle and sing, dance, move, and shout creating a space for healing and divinization. 







It was a total breath of fresh air. I never felt like I needed to hold my tongue. I never felt 
like I needed to be less Black or more Black – It was an open invitation to do whatever 
the fuck I wanted to do…It really allowed me to see myself and to feel this comfort in 
front of a group of people that I hadn’t felt in years… It was a great feeling. I felt more 
free than I felt in years.  
When asked what this freedom meant, Ese explained that there were no mental, physical, or 
spiritual constraints. The limit to his own greatness did not exist. The energies created within this 
cypher (community) deepened Ese’s experience by allowing him to exist and explore without 
restrictions. Too often, he had been forced to silence himself or mitigate aspects of his 
personality in order to make others comfortable (i.e. his workplace). The “price” for this freedom 
was Ese’s obligation to the community to continue exploring his identity exploration. This was 
owed to the community more so than it was owed to the self. The connectedness established 
between the group shifted the purpose away from learning something for his and his family’s 
benefits to one centering the larger collective. While Ese feels committed to the deeper work 
associated with discovering his results, he contended with some trepidations.   
Hesitations 
The hesitations and trepidations Ese experienced centered primarily around his results 
and his ability to incorporate them fully within his and his children’s lives. Ese’s genetic tests 
came back the Boobi People of Equatorial Guinea (maternal lineage) and Spain/Portugal 
(paternal lineage; See Table 4). When asked about his initial reaction to receiving his results, Ese 
said that he initially felt a sense of warmth. Hearing Spain/Portugal as part of his lineage didn’t 
faze him, as he had prepared himself for the possibility of both lineages coming back European. 





wherever it originated. After the initial warmth, Ese said he saw himself standing alone on top of 
what he felt was Equatorial Guinea. Standing there he felt secure, not necessarily proud or 
boastful; the energy was subtle. Because of these results, Ese felt that he walked with greater 
pride and certainty. He felt as though he were a stronger man for his son and his future daughter. 
Ese noted that “it wasn’t that I felt lost before…but I didn’t feel found.” He knew and had a 
general sense of who he was and his surroundings but having these concrete results shifted his 
perspective. Receiving these results was like updating his personal GPS, which allowed him to 
know something on a level that he didn’t know before.   
Ese’s surrounding community – his partner, his siblings, and his mother – were not as 
deeply affected by the results. His girlfriend, Amber, did not understand his continued 
commitment to TCP. While she supported his decision to explore his roots and his identity, the 
deeper implications of the future were difficult for her to grasp. Ese mentioned, however, his 
participation within TCP had brought them closer in ways that he hadn’t expected. Aspects of 
her “not getting it” show up in the performance as well. During the first third of the performance, 
Ese talked openly about the connection shared by Amber and her family and the pride that they 
carry for their Dominican heritage. However, upon announcing his interest in exploring his own 
ancestry deeply, the community shunned Ese. His honorary membership within this Dominican 
community would be readily stripped away if he did not comply to a willful decision to not 
interrogate his identities further. Uncovering his own ancestral roots would call into question 
their own positionalities.  
During the third act of his performance, Ese was also shut down his mother. In his quest 
to discover more information about his lineage, his mother becomes deeply agitated and refused 





family. He often found himself digging for information about his ancestors and family with little 
support from his siblings and his mother. Although the bond he shared with his siblings was 
solid, there were still areas where they disagreed, specifically around the necessity and value of 
the ancestry test. Ese believed that the test would in some ways deepen their bond. However, 
aside from a “that’s cool,” his siblings shared no further interest in exploring what this 
information could mean for their futures. His family had bought into what Ese referred to as “the 
Matrix” (i.e. the American Dream, capitalism, Euro-Christianity), which disheartened his vision 
for the future. Because Ese’s two primary sources of support could not understand his desires for 
deeper knowledge of self, he began questioning the nature of his community and support 
networks. Ese felt as though it was “an ongoing battle [where] there’s a part of you that feels like 
do you have the right cypher around you? (Emphasis added).” Processing through these ideas of 
cutting off parts of his community made Ese uncomfortable because he loved and valued his 
partner. However, he acknowledged that he needed to know that she would support him through 
anything. Ese understood that his desire to bring his community with him towards this new 
future would require difficult conversations and some form of boundary building, which he was 
not quite comfortable with pursuing. He stated “it’s like I need to pull myself away from the shit 
to smell the beauty of who I am.” By pulling himself away from “the shit,” Ese could build a 
deeper understanding of himself and his hopes. However, that would require hard conversations 
that, at that present moment, he was unable or unwilling to have.  
At the end of Ese’s performance, he hoped that he would take his results and “smack the 
Black into some people” (i.e. his partner, his pastor, and his mom). Through this process, they 
would be transformed and embody African-ness fully. Although he held the results closely and 





did not translate into others. There was no epiphanic moment or sensation of deeper 
connectedness or relation to the home country. This disappointment in the lack of deeper 
response contributed, in part, to his desire to separate from his communities and to seek deeper 
understanding and validation elsewhere.   
Desires for Belonging 
 As noted in the performance, Ese searched for a community and understanding with his 
girlfriend Amber’s Dominican family, the church and his own mother. At each site he is turned 
away or shunned for wanting to know more or not knowing enough. In order to reclaim his 
power and his agency (kujichagulia), Ese uses the genetic test as a means of “jolting” his 
community into their African-ness. The preacher (Dwayne) represented Christian ideology in all 
of its complications. From early on, Ese learned to distrust Euro-Christian ideology because of 
his own upbringing in the Catholic church. Christian ideology could not serve as a site for his 
personal evolution because of its weaponization against Black and Brown bodies. Ese noted that 
the spirituality built within the community wasn’t rooted in any Christian conception of the 
“Holy Ghost.” Instead, it was rooted in the ancestral and spiritual connections built and fostered 
by the present community. 
 Ese admired and, to an extent, envied Amber’s tight-knit Dominican family. The love 
shared between her family members inspired Ese to pursue his own quest. In part, he hoped to 
emulate this bond and deepen it within his own family. The cultural pride exuded by Amber’s 
extended family pointed to Ese’s own lack of pride and knowledge of self. Their pride was 
rooted firmly in some place outside of the United States. Dominican pride can also be rooted in 
Anti-Black/Anti-African rhetoric that can minimize the realities of cultural and historical 





Republic). As noted previously, Ese was shunned by the community because of his desire to 
more deeply explore his ancestral connections. Tapping into this process would expose the deep 
ties between the African continent and the Dominican Republic. However, despite this potential 
ostracization, Ese saw this Dominican cultural pride as an asset. He stated: 
No matter which way you put it they [Dominicans] got dropped off someplace other than this 
United States of America, so that in itself gives them a total different sense of home than we 
could ever understand. I could go to Tuskegee, especially with the pink toe (i.e. white 
person) in charge [Trump], I might have a problem on my hands. If I go to DR, they gonna 
speak to me in that tongue, whether I say right or wrong…, I’ll be able to function, find food, 
much easier than in any state of these United States of America. 
Because their Dominican identity is rooted firmly in a homeland, there is a sense of security 
which enables individuals to return home or disengage from aspects of the American political 
structure. Their sense of home isn’t tied to the United States or an amorphous and romanticized 
vision of Africa; it is concrete and tangible. Although Ese has lived in the United States his 
whole life, the sense of security in this nation is not the same. With Trump’s racist rhetoric, 
white supremacist beliefs and practices are emboldened, making it potentially more dangerous 
for Ese and his growing family. However, the connection to Dominican culture and the nation 
itself could be a source of security for his unborn daughter. 
 Ese noted that he would surround his kids with as much knowledge about Equatorial 
Guinea as possible. However, for his youngest, Dominican culture would protect her more 
concretely, in comparison to Equatorial Guinea.13 While the results of the test are “concrete,” the 
                                                            





identity, the culture, and the histories attached to Equatorial Guinea are amorphous, making it 
difficult to stabilize deeper socialization within it. Without a close informant, entrance into the 
community would be difficult. Because his daughter would be socialized around her Dominican 
family, her connection to the larger diaspora would be solidified. As Ese argued, she can utter a 
word in Spanish in the right bodega in Harlem and every “tio” will swoop in to help. This also 
means that Ese would be able to “learn as she learns.I’m gonna be able to get a closer seat at the 
table because of her. Not that I’m in the distance, but I will be more in tune with what’s going on 
there.” This reverence and respect represented Ese’s desire for the same cohesiveness within his 
own family. Although his siblings are close, the familial tensions often erode the connection 
between them resulting in a siphoning off of parts of the extended family. These concerns about 
larger ethnic community for support signify Ese’s questions around futurity, safety, and 
community. Familial supports and a larger diasporic community rooted in a specific place would 
cement and secure his daughter’s future. The amorphousness of Equatorial Guinea and the 
African Diaspora could not provide the same security at the time of the interview. While the 
Diaspora connects our communities across time and space, deeper connections are still necessary 
for potential community membership and repatriation.  
Conclusion 
 At the end of their individual interviews, each participant was asked to create a bumper 
sticker that explained their life up until this moment. After some thought, Tiana declared that her 
bumper sticker would be “I’m the shit! And what?!” This declaration highlighted the newfound 
self and the respect Tiana conferred on herself. Throughout her life story and her performance, 
she contended with being made invisible or being forced to tone down aspects of her personality 





After ending an emotionally and physically abusive relationship, Tiana promised herself that she 
would never put herself through that experience again. Participating in TCP occurred months 
after the relationship ended, helping to fortify her commitments to herself and her children. The 
declaration of being “the shit” captured her own understanding of herself and her unwillingness 
to compromise her desires, her boundaries, or her hopes for her future. The maintenance of these 
boundaries manifested self-determination in its truest form and allowed for Tiana to explore her 
potential more fully.  
 While Tiana’s bumper sticker captured the birth of the new self, Ese’s highlighted the 
duality and conflict experienced across his lifespan. Ese chose “Come here. Get the fuck out of 
here” as his bumper sticker. He explained that he chose it because  
it’s this ongoing thing. It’s this bring you in and then you push out. It’s this, it’s this 
throw you away and then come on back. It’s garbage and then it’s beautiful. It’s treasure 
and trash. It’s yin and yang. It’s this total – Everything we’re doing just seems to have 
this – Y’know people call it karma. No. Karma’s not what it is… It’s not karma. It’s the 
even flow of what you’re doing. 
 For Ese, every experience has an equal reaction. The choices made (or not made) resulted in 
some form of response that created equilibrium. The duality captured in his bumper sticker can 
be seen even in his own processing of the results and his future. The admiration desire to break 
away and develop deeper bonds on the continent was mitigated in some ways by his own lack of 
knowledge and insecurity about the path forward. His admiration for Dominican culture was 
countered by the acknowledgement of anti-Blackness inherent within the posturing of 
Dominican pride. The decisions to share historical racial trauma with his son and his students is 





area and between thresholds guided much of his life. Although murkiness and uncertainty can be 
heard within his voice and descriptions, Ese acknowledged that each decision (or non-decision), 
each choice (or non-choice) happened in order to support his greater development.  
As noted earlier, Tiana and Ese expressed their experience with and interpretation of the 
genetic ancestry test results differently. While Tiana had a very clear vision for her future and 
what she hoped to establish, Ese struggled with knowing where to go next or how to fully 
integrate this information into his life. Part of this difference relies heavily on their entrance into 
these communities. Tiana’s close friend, Tamar, one of the facilitators of the program, had 
received her genetic test results in late 2014. Tamar’s genetic ancestry test results came back 
Temne of Sierra Leone. Tamar had spent the time preceding Tiana’s cycle making connections 
with communities in Sierra Leone and New York City. Because of this, Tamar was able to open 
doors for other ancestrally connected Sierra Leonians, including Tiana and the researcher. With 
this connection in hand, Tiana was connected to a resource that could support and guide her as 
she explored visiting Sierra Leone and connecting with her tribal community. Ese, however, did 
not have this same specific support. Without this guide, Ese had to learn and explore information 
about his community on his own. This was difficult, however, because of the Boobi People’s 
insularity. Without a support system that could guide him towards relevant information or 
connections, Ese was left rudderless and inert. 
Ese and Tiana stand at the ends of a spectrum of racial becoming processes. While both 
were deeply impacted by the experience of receiving the test results and the experience within 
the program (the agentic encounter event), the formulation of future steps and hopes were 
markedly different. The assuredness within Tiana’s narration of her experience was not as clear 





does not have a “one size fits all” outcome. Their experiences through the racial becoming 
process, indicated an ongoing evolution that could and would be impacted by future encounters 
and endeavors. The self stays in constant motion, growing, changing and shifting as new, 






Chapter 5: Standing In the Wake: Concluding remarks and new directions 
Across the interviews, maps, and performances, participants expressed deep desires for 
stronger communities, relationships, and connections that were rooted deeply in the authentic 
self. The authentic self was tied not only to the present but also to the past. By discovering 
ancestral roots, individuals had a stronger foundation on which to stand. Once rooted in this 
work, it would be possible to build futures and potentials not limited by American contexts. 
Alexis, Quincy, Noah, Tiana, and Camille all spoke of feeling a greater level of confidence 
within themselves after receiving their results. Because of this, they felt the need to establish and 
maintain concrete boundaries between themselves and those who didn’t understand the meaning 
and significance of these results or the work they had just completed with TCP. This boundary 
building represented an attempt to protect the individual and their newfound self. By creating 
communities reflective of the individual need, the new self could grow in a more conducive and 
supportive environment. For Ese, however, although he felt confident in his results and felt 
stronger for knowing his roots, the decision to cut people out, could not be readily made. The 
desire to build with his family and his partner kept him connected to them, despite the reality that 
he and his community were on potentially different paths. 
Within these processes, participants still acknowledged the complex and complicated 
nature of the genetic ancestry results. Ancestral traumas, such as rape and sexual assault, were 
resurrected through the performances and the tests. Tiana and Noah grappled most directly with 
experiences of these traumas on the genetic code and in the spiritual experience. Both raised 
questions about how to heal trauma that was built and written into the code when considering 
how their lineages potentially started. Dwayne dealt with these same social ghosts by linking 





protect his partner from larger social forces. By discussing these fears on stage and with the 
group, Dwayne was able to confront the traumas that subtly haunted him and begin to work 
towards his own healing and liberation. By confronting the social ghosts, it created an 
opportunity to heal for the purposes of deeper movement building.  
The participants never questioned the validity of the ancestry test results. Because the 
participants had prior relationships with the facilitators, Idris, Nisha, Laila, and Tamar and had 
met the co-founder of African Ancestry, Gina Paige, they believed the results as presented. 
However, questions and doubts related to acceptance from their ancestral communities and the 
right to claim said identities were consistently raised. Quincy, Dwayne, and to an extent, Ese all 
grappled with the applicability of these test results in their countries of origin. Although 
descended from their respective peoples, what rights (rites) can they reasonably access? Will 
they be accepted in these newfound communities or will they perpetually be outsiders even 
within the Motherland? Throughout their processing, there was a deep desire to belong to a 
nation or people that would fully accept them. In reality, the community that was built amongst 
the members of TCP fulfilled some of these desires. More importantly, the nuances between 
individuals’ experiences indicates that there is no “one-size-fits-all” approach to genetic ancestry 
testing or identity processes. Instead, what manifested was a spectrum of experience that was 
impacted (potentially) by prior life experience. Although all participants went through the same 
process at TCP, the individual-level differences manifest differential outcomes.  
Throughout this work, we bear witness to processes of becoming. Individuals are taking 
the experiences gained through TCP and incorporating it within their sense of selves. This is a 
constant movement. Rather than taking this new experience and information for granted, it was 





of this constant movement, traditional stage models of identity could not accurately capture what 
was occurring for members of TCP. By broadening identity processes to center movement and 
change that is continual, we are better able to understand identity movement and building. This 
process acknowledges the development of the higher self.  
Christina Sharpe’s work In the Wake: On Blackness and Being (2016) uncovers the 
consequences of living within oppressive structures through the term wake. Wake refers to a 
state of wakefulness or consciousness; the track left on the water’s surface by a ship; the 
disturbance caused by a body swimming or moved in water; the air currents behind a body in 
flight; a region of disturbed flow; or a watch or vigil held beside the body of someone who has 
died, sometimes accompanied by ritual observances including eating and drinking (Sharpe, 2016; 
dictionary.com). Through this term, readers can uncover and bear witness to the nature of living 
in the Americas after the initial trauma of the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade. We are standing in the 
wake (“track on water”) of the original ships that carried human cargo across the seas and the 
wake (“region of disturbed flow”) of 400 years of systematic and systemic oppressions. To live 
in this state is to stand in constant vigil over those lost (wake) and over those yet to be born, 
holding onto any semblance of joy as it manifests in the world. In the process of standing in this 
rupture, African descendants stand relative to the door of no return always attempting to connect 
back to that which is lost (Hartman, 2008; Sharpe, 2016; Brand, 2012). The work of TCP and the 
voices of each participant – Ese, Tiana, Camille, Alexis, Quincy, Noah, Dwayne, and James – 
sits in this wake and at the threshold of the Door of No Return. In their stories and in their work, 
we bear witness to these attempts to reclaim that which was taken from us, as well as to close a 





Standing in this wake and between these thresholds speaks directly to sankofa. Sankofa is 
a Twi word (Ghana) which roughly translates to “go back and get it” (san – to return; ko – to go; 
fa – to fetch, to seek and take; Wikipedia). However, the “translation” most often used is “in 
order to look forward, one must look back.” Sankofa is a calling card to recognize and honor the 
past in order to create and sustain new futures. TCP practiced this by building on traditions of 
West African theater, while also recognizing and honoring practices within Black American 
theater/dance and American hip-hop. TCP takes the work of Sankofa a step further, by including 
the genetic ancestry test as part of the program. The test served as a literal manifestation of 
Sankofa because the test was used a means of going back and taking what was stolen through the 
slave trade – knowledge of cultural and familial history.  The relationships developed through 
the performance and devising are further solidified through the hope, excitement, and fear of 
discovering ancestry.  
Limitations 
The work explored across this dissertation bridges together several fields – genetic 
ancestry testing, psychology, history, and theater studies – to create an interdisciplinary work 
rooted in Black diasporic studies. As noted, the work presented is preliminary in nature. 
Additional follow-up interviews with participants of this cycle can help to strengthen our 
understandings of the long-term consequences of receiving one’s genetic ancestry test results.  
Follow-up interviews could also highlight the long-term effects of genetic ancestry test results 
and the concrete steps individuals take to solidify connections with the “home country.” The 
sample size is also small, which makes the applicability of said work difficult to gauge. In the 
future, online studies with Black-identified genetic ancestry test takers could allow for a deeper 





Additionally, a deeper exploration of the work of TCP from a group relations perspective and 
community organization perspective could also be done. An analysis of the efficacy of the 
programming was not done over the course of interviews or research but could be used to adapt 
the program for larger scale use in communities and classrooms.   
Future Directions 
Throughout this work, the decision to take the genetic test and participate in TCP was 
treated as an agentic (or self-initiated) encounter event. Because of the generous nature of term 
“agentic,” the encounter event can be broadened to include other chosen spaces or communities. 
For example, specialized college classrooms, such as Black/Africana Studies courses, Gender 
and Sexuality Studies courses could serve as an agentic encounter site. Extra-curricular 
spaces/social movements, such as PRIDE, Undocumented Struggles, Black Lives Matter that 
extend on and beyond the college campus, can create spaces for exploration. Social media can 
also serve as an agentic encounter site and produce experiences of racial becoming. Because of 
the highly tailored nature of social media (i.e. individuals can decide who they engage with), 
individuals are self-selecting into particular experiences in order to produce particular results.  
More specifically, websites, pages, and online syllabi/curricula that are accessed must in some 
way center processes of self-acceptance, growth, or social justice. There must be the continual 
opportunities for self-reflection, evaluation, and expansive engagement with trauma, liberation, 
and healing.  
 As noted, throughout this work, the becoming process is continual. It is reflective of 
personal and collective experiences that traverses time and space to create movement within 





identity development as process, we further expand social psychological literatures and bring it 








 It’s been two years since TCP formally ended the cycle discussed throughout this 
dissertation. Most recently, they concluded a new cycle with young adults and kids (9 – 21 years 
old) at the same institution. There are many complications related to community work. Like 
within any family, the relationships amongst the members of TCP has shifted. The beat of the 
cypher that connects us all has slowed to a steady, low bass beat that intensifies when we’re in 
communion and fades further into the background when we’re apart. We have all been 
transformed by the cypher, but our connectedness has shifted. Part of what I’ve contended with 
in this process is how to hold our built communities accountable to notions of justice, of purpose, 
of community, of accountability, of growth. How do we hold each other and call each other in 
when trust has been broken, when time has shifted our relationships? These nuances presented 
themselves over the course of my writing, making it difficult to capture the full extent of these 
shifts. More importantly, however, not every story deserves to or needs to be told; there are 
experiences that the academy does not get to bear witness to (Tuck and Guishard, 2013). TCP 
and its members find themselves at the crossroads.    
 While I’ve used the wake (Sharpe, 2016) to refer to the processes of living within 
American society as Black identified individuals, the process of the wake re-surfaces when 
considering recent advances related to genetic ancestry testing. From forced separations at the 
border in Spring 2018 (Pelley, 2018) to the creation of immigrant DNA databases in Canada 
(BBC News, 2018) to the use of genetic ancestry databases to close cold cases, such as the 
Golden State Killer and the Grim Sleeper (Kolata and Murphy, 2018), the American public finds 





Although we treat genetic ancestry testing as a fun pastime and a way to close centuries old 
wounds, it can and has been weaponized to otherize vulnerable communities.  
 As noted earlier, American indigenous beliefs contend that “peoplehood” is determined 
by a nexus of relationships and community involvement. However, with recent land rights (rites) 
cases, “tribal authenticity” has relied heavily on genetic markers (Kauanui, 2007; TallBear, 
2013). The Seminole Nation of Oklahoma and Florida was an active participant in American 
chattel slavery by owning and selling Black bodies. These enslaved Black men and women, who 
were known as Estelusti, Black Seminoles, or Seminole Freedmen, were not treated as merely 
property. The Estelusti were active members within Seminole affairs, helping to negotiate 
Seminole independence from the Creeks in 1866 (Robertson, 2008; Robertson, 2006). In 2000, 
the Seminole Nation passed stringent legal measures for tribal membership. The statutes required 
all members to have one-eighth Seminole blood (the genetic equivalent of a great grandparent) 
and to be able to prove that they descended from a Seminole tribe member listed on the Dawes 
Rolls (1893).14 This requirement effectively “disqualified” mostly Black Seminoles and reflected 
the tangential relationship of Black Seminoles within the larger Seminole Nation. Previously, in 
the 1990s, $56 million in land claims were distributed to Oklahoman Seminoles and Floridian 
Seminoles (Gardne, 2001; Robertson, 2006). However, no funds were distributed to the Black 
Seminoles, despite their full integration into the tribe and their positions within tribal hierarchy 
                                                            
14 The Dawes Rolls (also known as the Final Rolls of Citizens and Freedmen of the Five 
Civilized Tribes) was authorized by the U.S. Congress through the Dawes Commission in 1893. 
All citizens, including Freedmen, of the Five Civilized Tribes (Cherokee, Choctaw, Creek, 





and affairs (Robertson, 2008; Robertson, 2006). Colonial notions of biological constructs of 
identity, race, and group membership were imposed in an attempt to protect community 
resources, further legitimating colonial power.   
The Bureau of Indian Affairs declared the 2000 statute illegal, and in 2003, the Black 
Seminoles were invited back into the Seminole nation (Robertson, 2008). A series of genetic 
tests were conducted by African Ancestry™ in order to prove that Black Seminoles would still 
be rightful genetic members of the Seminole Nation. However, the test results showed that Black 
Seminoles only had about 1 – 2 % “pure” Seminole genetic material, a percentage, which closely 
mirrors that of most Black Americans (Shiao et al., 2012; Wailoo, Nelson, and Lee, 2012). In 
this process, biogenetic material takes precedence over oral family histories and legends. 
Histories that are passed generationally (subjective knowledge) lose power in relationship to the 
sciences (“objective” fact). Interestingly, while Black Seminoles claims to indigeneity are 
questioned fiercely, white claims to tribal membership are quickly accepted. The exclusion of 
Black Seminoles but the acceptance of white members indicates the reification of superiority 
created by Seminole participation in chattel slavery; colonial notions of racial superiority, 
identity, and peoplehood; and anti-Blackness. The hypocrisy inherent within these logics 
represent dense and conflicting layers, which cannot be easily dis-entangled.  
Each of these stories that have appeared over the past year has placed us in a particularly 
complicated moment. The work of the genome and consumerism is akin to the processes of the 
Trans-continental Railroad built in the 19th Century. The industry (scientists, social science 
researchers, biotech companies) are moving quickly to lay track and beat “opponents” but often 
the work is shoddy and leaves lives upended and unsure of the nature of larger capitalist and 





precedents. This is an extreme learning curve with infinite potentials that could harm or help 
human kind in either direction. The general public must always be cautious about the choices 







Appendix A – Modified McAdams’ Life Story Narrative Interview Protocol (1995) 
Before we begin, I want to thank you again for taking the time out to do this interview with me. 
I’m interested in hearing about the story of your life, both the good and the bad. I want to gain 
insight into your life history and how your identity has changed over the course of your life. If 
there’s anything that you feel uncomfortable sharing, please do not feel pressured to do so. If at 
any time, you want to stop, please let me know. The interview itself is divided into a few 
sections, and the questions will start off broad and then become more focused as we continue. I 




A few weeks ago, I had asked you to draw me a map with words and pictures that capture your 
identity journey. We’re going to spend some time discussing your map and use that to further 
discuss you and your life experiences. 
 
1. Can you walk me through your map? What do each of the images and words represent? 
What the stories behind them? 
a. Ask probing questions throughout… Why? How? What happened? 
 
2. Why did you decide to include these stories? 
a. What stories were excluded? Why? 
 
3. How did you feel about completing the map? Do you remember any distinct emotions?  
a. Probing questions throughout 
 





Before we talk in depth about the Continuum project, your results, the experiences of telling 
folks about your results, I want to spend some time talking about your family history. 
 
1. What do you know about your family history? What are some stories regarding your 
heritage, family history? Why does this story stick out? What’s important about it? 
a. Did any of these stories make you curious about learning more about your family? 
What did you do to find out more? 
b. How do you feel about this history? 
 
2. Are these stories connected to why you participated in the Continuum Project? 
a. How’d you find out about this project? 
b. We’re a little more than a month out from receiving your results, how are you 





c. How do you see this information serving you in the future? 




I want to focus in on a few key events that would stand out in your life story. The event should 
be something that is significant or critical that stands out for some reason. They can be set at any 
point in time but should reflect something of importance to you. I’m going to ask you to reflect 
on eight specific life events. Please be as specific as possible for each event. Also explain how 
these events impacted your life story and what it says about you as a person.  
 
1. Peak experience – Positive life experience. The high point in your life story. Provide 
as much detail as possible about what happened, when, etc. etc. 
2. Nadir experience – Negative life experience. The low point in your life story. Details 
regarding what happened. 
3. Turning point – Transformational experience. Turning point in your understanding 
of yourself. Details regarding what happened. 
4. Earliest memory – Details regarding your earliest memory. How old were you when 
this happened? 
5. Important childhood scene – Memory from childhood that stands out as important 
or significant. Details… 
6. Important adolescent scene – Specific event from teenage years that stands out 




I want to ask a little bit about your fundamental beliefs and values and questions regarding 
meaning and spirituality in your life.  
 
a. How do you approach political and social issues? Do you have a political point of 
view? What political issues do you feel strongly about? Can you describe them? 
b. What is the most important value in human living? Explain. 
c. What else can you tell me that would help me understand your fundamental beliefs 
and values regarding your life and the world, the spiritual dimensions of your life, and 
the philosophy of your life? 
 
Life theme/Bumper Sticker 
 





What else should I know about your life story? Is there anything else you want to tell me? 





Appendix B – Follow-up Focus Group Interview 15 
Thank you all for coming today. It’s been a few weeks since you got your results, so we want to 
spend some time talking about your experience. These questions are meant to understand your 
experiences after receiving your results and what you hope for the future. There may be more 
specific questions for some individuals but otherwise, everyone should feel free to respond.16 
Are there any questions before we begin? Great…Let’s begin.  
 
1. In general, what have you been feeling or thinking since you got your results? What has 
come up for you? 
 
2. Who did you talk to about your results? What was their response? 
 
3. What was that initial search like? 
 
4. What does your family think about the performance? 
 
5.  Going forward, what do you want to do with these results? What are the next steps? For 
yourself? For others? 
 
6. What was the TCP experience like? What are some things we did well? What are some 
things that we can improve on for future cycles?  
  
                                                            
15 The interview was co-facilitated by Idris Njoya and the researcher. The questions were co-
designed.  
16 The “participant specific” questions were directed towards Baba Amir, who chose not to 





Appendix C – Scene from Black Legacy Matters: “Royally Black” (Alexis, Quincy) 
 Quincy and Alexis walk on stage and Quincy asks how she’s doing. She looks at him and 
says “you know.” He says “you too?” In unison, they say “Dark!” They continue walking and 
Alexis says that earlier she was walking down the street with her homegirl when three guys walk 
by thinking that they’re giving her compliments. The first guy walks by and says “You’re cute 
for a dark-skinned chick.” The second guy approaches and starts making a motion like he’s 
holding a light saber and says “I remember you from Star Wars. Lupita! You don’t never need no 
sunscreen. Look at that!” The third guy appears and says “You know you woulda got dropped 
off first. Darkness! Darkness!”17 The three men laugh and high five at their own jokes, while 
Alexis stands there progressively more annoyed by the men’s ignorance. Quincy apologizes to 
Alexis for her experience and she shrugs her shoulders. She turns back in the general direction of 
the men and shouts “At least, I’m pretty!” 
 Quincy starts telling his own story. “I was in the park the other day and I was trying to 
get a reading from Baba.” Baba Amir walks on stage holding a large stage light, waving it 
around, and shouting Quincy’s name. Baba Amir shouts out “Rumi, have you seen Quincy?” 
Rumi (James) shouts back “you got the light?” Baba responds that he’s got three. Alexis stands 
in the background horrified by what she sees/hears. Quincy stands with his hands on his hips, 
biting back his own anger and embarrassment. Baba Amir picks up his phone and asks the caller 
if they’ve seen Quincy. He shouts Quincy’s name one last time before walking off stage. Alexis 
                                                            
17 This is a reference to the infamous Dave Chappelle skit “Charlie Murphy’s True Hollywood 
Stories – Rick James.” Part 1 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdVAH8Z5O90&t=76s) and 





apologizes to Quincy and asks what they can do about it. Frustrated, Quincy repeats the question. 
Both are at a loss for words. 
 Out of the shadows, a mysterious woman walks on stage and says “I’ll tell you what you 
can do. I’m Gina Paige from African Ancestry™ and I’ll tell you where you’re from.” Both 
Quincy and Alexis look perplexed and Quincy asks if this is for real. She says yes and tells them 
to open their mouths, which she proceeds to swab. She tells them that they’ll get their results at 
the end of the show before walking off stage. 
 Alexis and Quincy are still unsure of how to react to the encounter. Quincy says “When I 
get my results – Actually, yea. When I get my results, they gonna tell me I’m Mende from Sierra 
Leone. And not only that, they gonna tell me I’m royalty.” Alexis oohs and dusts off Quincy’s 
shoulders. West African music starts playing softly in the background. Quincy continues “They 
gonna give me a big ass staff.” A man walks on stage with a big ass staff. “And a cape.” Another 
man appears with a cape and places it on his shoulders. “And a crown.” As the third person 
brings the crown, Quincy declares that he wants a bigger one. A larger crown appears and is put 
on Quincy’s head. Alexis starts throwing rose petals around him and at his feet. A woman bows 
before him, while Alexis starts taking selfies with the new king. The kneeling woman walks 
away and Quincy strikes a warrior’s pose and says “Kujichagulia.” Alexis takes more pictures of 
Quincy. 
 Alexis grabs the staff from his hands and says “well, when I get them results. Oh yeah. 
Imma be walking down 2-5th (125th Street) with all my peoples, you already know. And Imma be 
listening to all them drums and we gonna be dancing down the street.” She snaps her fingers and 
beckons someone forward. “And Imma get a crown and Imma get a gown. And you already 





 Alexis drops into her first pose with Quincy and the gift bearers and shouts “Pretty for a 
darkskin?! Whaaa?!” She strikes a second pose with the men and shouts “Royalty! Black! 
Whaaa!” She strikes her third pose and shouts “Yo mama ain’t shit cuz she ain’t tell you where 
you from!” As Alexis gets ready for her fourth post, Gina Paige returns and says “But you won’t 
find out until after the show.” All the players on stage look around annoyed and start to leave the 
stage. Quincy looks at James and says “Hurry up!” The cast leaves the stage as Gina Paige says 






Appendix D – Scene from Black Legacy Matters: “Proof (aka Are…You…Black…Enough? – 
The Game Show)” (Camille, Quincy, Tiana) 
 The scene opens with White Black (Quincy), the host of “Are You Black Enough?” 
introducing us to the show and calling down contestant number 5, Camille. White Black 
momentarily pauses when he sees her and asks who she is here with and thrusts the mic into her 
face. Camille points into the audience and shouts that she’s here with her sister, Antoinette. After 
asking why she’s here, Camille responds that she’s here to prove that she is Black enough. 
 White Black nods and says “Good answer. Just a quick question. Are you mixed with 
anything?” Camille explains that her mother is white and her father is Black but she identifies as 
a Black woman. The audience (Alexis, Dwayne, Baba Amir, and Ese) nod emphatically. White 
Black nods “Okay. Okay. Ya look Spanish to me… Let’s get this game started.” Camille looks 
down annoyed, indicating that she’s heard this before many times. White Black pulls out the 
questions and asks “How many fights did the Fresh Prince get into before his mom sent him to 
live in Bel-Air?” Camille’s face lights up and she sings “he got in one little fight and my mom 
got scared. She said you movin’ with your aunty and uncle in Bel-Air.” The entire audience 
(actors and real) join in on the singing. 
 White-Black turns to the audience and smiles stiffly. “She got it. She got it. That’s one. 
Okay. Next question – Who coined the phrase ‘by any means necessary?’” Camille pauses 
briefly and with a knowing smile, states “Malcolm X.” The audience cheers, while White Black 
does a little bop and says “Alright. Alright. That’s two for two. Next and final question – Name 
one thing that first made you identify as a Black woman.” Camille pauses and with some 
trepidation says “Well…I have to say there’s something about the spirit of dance that has always 





inquisitive looks on their faces. Camille looks at White Black hoping that her answer was good 
enough. 
 White Black looks around and the audience nods. He shouts “okay. Time to prove it!” 
House of Pain’s “Jump Around” starts playing in the background. White Black shouts popular 
dances from the 90s (the running man, cabbage patch, butterfly) Camille performs each dance. 
The audience (actors and real) shouts and claps encouragingly.  
After the third dance, White Black says that “well, it seems as though Camille is Black 
Enough.” The audience claps and cheers. However, a sadness falls over her face.  White Black 
asks her what’s wrong. Camille says “Well, that doesn’t prove anything. I mean. I wanted to 
prove that I’m Black enough but I want to know where I’m from. For. Real.” White Black pulls 
the mic back confused and unsure of how to respond or react. Gina Paige (Tiana), co-founder of 
African Ancestry™ walks on stage and tells Camille that she can tell her where she’s from and 
proceeds to perform the test. She walks off stage. The audience looks around confused, unsure of 
what just happened with this random woman. White Black looks at the audience also confused 
and walks away shouting “We’ll be Black!” The audience beings to leave as well. Camille is left 





Appendix E – Scene from Black Legacy Matters: “Facebook Post-colonial” (Dwayne, Camille, 
Ese) 
Camille walks in and proposes a toast to her fiancé, Dwayne. Dwayne blushes as the 
audience claps and cheers with Camille. They’re celebrating because he recently took a DNA 
test and “very soon we are going to find out where he’s from in the Motherland. I’m so proud of 
you, baby. And I love you.  And I’m so glad we are taking a moment to celebrate. I think we 
need a speech, right?” Camille revs the audience up, convincing him to come up and talk about 
his experience. Dwayne stands and kisses her and turns to the audience. He’s appreciative of 
everyone coming to witness this moment to celebrate. “It’s important to celebrate especially 
during these times,” he says. “I actually took off my account from Facebook.” Camille chimes in 
“Hallelujah! Black Lives Matter. Thank you very much.” The audience laughs. Dwayne 
continues “I wanted to cleanse my spirit for the reveal. It’s just – we get traumatized over and 
over and over and over again. And all we keep seeing are ourselves dying on a constant loop, on 
a constant loop, a cycle. It’s like how many times are we gonna see ourselves die?!” Dwayne’s 
anger and frustration is palpable; CR interrupts and reminds him it’s a celebration. He tells her 
that she’s right and they turn to go back to their seats to eat dinner.  
They sit and Dwayne says, “I know it’s a celebration, but I think about what’s going on 
and I think about us having a kid and I just go down this rabbit hole and then I watch the debates 
and Donald Trump –.” The pain and frustration is palpable in Dwayne’s face and body and 
Camille’s frustration starts to peak through. He interrupts himself, noticing her annoyance and 
starts to celebrate once again. They kiss and Dwayne steps away to use the restroom. They re-
affirm that this is a time for celebration. As soon as Dwayne steps away, Ese makes a beeline 





“listen. Listen. You gonna be fine. Imma protect you. You shouldn’t be here by yourself.” 
Camille says firmly “No. I’m not by myself. My man just went to the bathroom.” Ese tells her 
she doesn’t have to lie. They go back and forth over whether she’s actually alone or not. Dwayne 
walks in and starts walking towards Ese angrily. Ese gets up and says “I was trying to protect 
her. Make sure she’s okay. I ain’t gonna take her away from you.” He taps Dwayne’s chest in a 
show of “solidarity.”  Dwayne does not take this well and lunges towards Ese. Ese backs up with 
his arms raised, defensively and says “Yo. Homie. Homie. Homie. Chill out. Chill out. You the 
one who left her so be easy. Be easy.” Dwayne is set off and Camille steps in between them to 
stop the fight from escalating further. She tells him that it’s okay and freezes. Dwayne turns 
away and starts typing on a keyboard and “returns” to Facebook, declaring that he’s back. “I 
know I said I was taking a break but why niggas always –.” He pauses mid-sentence and deletes 
the post. He repeats aloud “peace. Harmony. Laughter. Love.” He starts writing again, this time 
focusing on the sensation that he’s walking through the world with no ability to protect himself 
or his own. “That at any moment what I love can be snatched, taken from me. And I always talk 
about responding instead of reacting [long pause]. Recognizing your pathologies but you gotta 
know where they come from. Where does it come from?” The house lights flicker and an electric 
warbling can be heard, indicating a time jump. 
 Camille and Dwayne are standing together, holding hands, and smiling. They turn 
towards the audience and jump the broom (i.e. get married). The audience claps as he swings her 
around. The warble continues in the background as Celestine gives a speech about how good it is 
to celebrate their love for one another. “We lost a lot of kinfolk. Lotta us been sold off and some 
of us… Well some of us haven’t made it, but we are so grateful that you are here to share in our 





all that is happening around them. Camille nods and says that they should get back to work 
before they get in trouble. They kiss quickly as Ese, the slave master, walks in and notices the 
broom on the ground and mocks their celebration. He orders Dwayne to move and takes notice 
of Camille. He circles around her and tells her that she’s mighty fine and doesn’t need to be out 
there by herself. “I can protect you. Imma make sure you good and fine.” Camille closes her eyes 
and subtly looks away as he continues telling her that she’ll be safe with him. She recoils slightly 
as Ese grabs her by the arm and orders her to come with him. She hesitates and he shouts at her 
to move as he pulls her away. Dwayne stands by helpless and angry as he watches the 
interaction. As they walk past him, Dwayne starts to follow. Ese turns and says “Boy. Is you 
crazy? Have you lost your mind nigga?,” as he grabs at his gun in his waistband. Camille looks 
at Dwayne and shakes her head no, subtly telling him not to act irrationally. Ese orders her to 
follow him keeping his eyes on Dwayne to make sure he doesn’t make any sudden advances. 
Camille keeps telling Dwayne that it’s okay as she leaves with Ese. Dwayne stands helplessly by 
as they leave.  The lights flicker and the electric warbling gets louder.  
 Back in the present, Dwayne is back at his computer and is still typing his post.  He 
writes “Maybe – Maybe when I find out where I’m from…I’ll be able to exorcize all the anger 
and hurt and shame. It will allow me to connect to who I was before the trauma, allow me to go 






Appendix F – Scene from Black Legacy Matters: “We’re the Same (Family for Real)” (James, 
Quincy, Alexis, Noah) 
  James walks onto the stage and starts discussing why he joined TCP. He says “it’s 
probably a really good way to deal with one of my greatest fears, and also to address one of my 
greatest dreams. Instead of just telling you guys about it, I’ll go ahead and take you through a 
typical day, a typical morning in my house.” 
 An alarm sounds and James calls out the names of each of his three kids – Enzi (Quincy), 
Zora (Alexis), and August (Nathan). Each of his kids saunter on the stage in varying states of 
exhaustion. August, with his eyes closed and a book in hand, dances the nae nae. Zora moves 
around listlessly holding onto her teddy bear. Enzi, the oldest, stands around with headphones in 
his ear, wanting to be elsewhere. With the kids all assembled, James nervously reminds them 
about Dad’s surprise project (TCP). “I need to make sure you all look great. Enzi, I mean 
August, what are you gonna wear?” August perks up and says Captain America. James shakes 
his head and says “no. You can be a superhero but you can’t be Captain America.” August 
scrunches up his face in annoyance and starts stomping off stiffly. James stops him and says 
“No. No. August. Why don’t you be uh be Black Panther. Be Black Falcon. Or be even the Black 
guy from the Incredibles. That’s good. Just uh. Go be Black.” James gently pushes August off 
stage, as August mutters something about Captain America. 
 James turns towards Zora, his only daughter, and tells her to grab something “yum-
yummy stuff to wear for the night.” Zora asks “can I be a princess like Cinderella or Ariel or…” 
James gets visibly concerned and interjects and says “oh no. Daddy wants to elevate you. Why 
don’t you be a Queen? Yea. You could be uh Queen Cleopatra. Yes! You can be Queen Nefertiti. 





lights up at Queen Latifah’s name and nods an emphatic yes. She skips offstage singing Queen 
Latifah’s “U.N.I.T.Y.” 
 James faces Enzi and tells him he needs to know what he’s wearing because he has to 
look nice. Enzi says “Jordans. Check.” James shakes his head and responds “No. Uncheck. Don’t 
do the Jordans. We want you to dress it up. You look good in bow ties. Maybe you put a bowtie 
on or borrow one of my mines.” Enzi interrupts and says “Jordan jersey. Check.” James tell him 
again to uncheck it and that he should wear something that makes them look nice as a family. 
“Something that works for what we’re doing. And we’re a family and I’m your dad and I need 
you to just do what I say.” Enzi gets increasingly agitated and starts to interject. A bell dings and 
the action freezes. James turns towards the audience and says “this is where that biggest fear 
comes into play. If he ever says this to me –” Enzi steps forward and shouts “You’re not even my 
real dad!” James faces him, heartbroken and asks “What did you just say?” Enzi repeats himself 
“You’re not my real dad. You’re my stepdad.” Silence covers the father and son. Enzi steps back 
into his original position and freezes. James wistfully says that he is right. “But…” A bell dings 
again and James continues. “But because he’s a really good kid, here’s what he actually says 
instead.” Enzi unfreezes and says “Yea. Okay. Yea” and walks offstage.  
 James fast forwards the action to the evening of the show. Zora comes out onstage 
wearing a crown and still holding her teddy bear. August still holds his book and continues to 
dance. Enzi walks on quietly.  James tells each of the kids that they look great. He says it’s time 
to get the results. Gina Paige walks onstage quietly and hands James and Enzi each of their 
results. She walks off. James reads the paper wordlessly and walks over to Enzi. With joy in his 
voice, he says “look at them. It says we’re the same. Our ancestry is the same. You know what 





embrace. The hug ends and the kids disperse off stage. James steps forward and says “Family. 
For real.” His greatest dream has come to fruition. James places his hand over his heart and 






Appendix G – Scene from Black Legacy Matters: “I See You? (aka Go Guinea!)” (Tiana, James, 
Ese, Dwayne, and Quincy) 
 Tiana starts singing “Going Out” and hugs each of the men at the party. She turns to the 
audience changes the words to her song – “I’m from Guinea. Where you from? I’m from Guinea. 
Where you from? I’m from Guinea.” The beat stops and Tiana continues speaking “I feel really 
blessed to be a part of this experience. I feel really blessed because I have a burning question 
inside of me that I’ve had inside me for so long – Where am I from? Where am I from? I can’t 
wait to get those results so I can see the real me. People are gonna see the real me, the African 
Queen Me. The blood that goes through my veins me. The knowing me. The conscious me. 
They’re gonna see the real me. Everybody’s gonna see the real me. And they gonna see I’m from 
Guinea. Go Guinea! Go Guinea! Go Guinea! Go Guinea!” 
 While shouting about her joy, the first suitor, Wall Street (James), approaches her and 
joins in her celebration by shouting “Go Gilly,” mispronouncing her home country’s name. She 
looks at him puzzled and corrects his mistake. He still mishears her and assumes that Tiana has 
changed her name to Gilly. Tiana corrects him again and he ignores her and talks about how it’s 
been a while since they’ve gone on a date. He tells her “I’m on Wall Street now. Things are 
going well” and coyly flashes his watch. She asks “do you see me? The new me?” He says “yea. 
I can probably see you from my penthouse down in Wall Street with all the money –” Tiana 
interrupts and says “It’s not about the money. It’s about who I am.” James looks puzzled as she 
continues explaining that it’s about who she is as a person. She asks him again “can you see 
me?” He says “yea. You look great. That yellow looks…” Tiana interrupts again and says “Can 





He quickly pulls out his phone and pretends that his bank is calling him. Tiana rolls her eyes as 
he walks off and says “He don’t get it.” She goes back to singing her song “Go Guinea!”  
 Tiana approaches the second suitor, Round the way dude (Ese), who’s seated in his car. 
She says “I know you see me, baby. I know you see me.” He responds “yea. You know I see 
you. You need to be right up in here.” She says “I’m so excited. Do you see me?” He answers 
that he does see her, right in his passenger seat. She responds that she isn’t talking about that. 
“I’m talking about can you see me? The new me?” He answers and cranes his neck to look at her 
body. “I don’t know if you went out of state…,” suggesting she had surgery to change her 
appearance. She says “no. It’s not about the physical. It’s not about the clothes I wear. It’s about 
me. Can you see me?” He pauses and says “yea. You look good.” With disappointment in her 
voice, she says “I was hoping you would see me.” She turns away and he begins to plead for her 
to come back. Tiana instead begins singing her song again. 
 Tiana notices her final suitor Flex (Dwayne) and knows that he will see her. Tiana says 
excitedly, “The new me is here. Can you see me?” He doesn’t respond with words and instead 
just flexes his body. She looks around confused and then turns back to him and says “It’s not 
about the flexing. You look good. You work out and everything. But uh I need you to see me.” 
Flex nods and smiles cockily and turns around to flex his back. She gets visibly annoyed and 
says “can you please talk to me and not flex? I need you to answer this burning question. Do you 
see me? Do you see what I found out about myself as a Black woman?” Flex drops down into 
push-ups, trying to impress Tiana with his physical prowess again. Tiana gets frustrated and 
shouts “can you stop doing push-ups? We’re not talking about push-ups. It’s not about the 
physical. It’s not about all of that.” Flex rips off his shirt and Tiana reminds him again that it’s 





him and tells him that he doesn’t get it. Tiana points at each suitor and tells them that they don’t 
understand. The men protest and the tension thickens as Tiana keeps saying that she wants to be 
seen for who she is actually. Tiana shouts “I want you to see me!” The tension is cut by African 
drums and a male voice (Quincy) says “I am from Guinea.” Tiana asks if he actually is and he 
says “yes. And you are from Guinea?” She responds that she is and he tells her to come with 
him. Without hesitation she says okay and she runs off with the unnamed man. She lets out an 
excited scream. The suitors stand on stage confused as to what happened and each look at each 
other as though to say “how could she pick him?” Round the way dude stands up and says “I’m 
out, man. Imma go get me a white girl.” Wall Street shouts yea and Flex nods emphatically. As 







Appendix H – Scene from Black Legacy Matters: “Suavamente” (Ese, Tiana, Dwayne, Alexis) 
 Ese walks on stage and talks about how he tells his kids that they have to have pride in 
who they are and where they come from, “which is kind of weird because as time went on I 
started wondering where am I really from? And then I met my lady.” Tiana walks onto stage and 
stands by Ese and starts fixing his clothes. Ese continues talking about how she’s a Dominican 
Queen; she loves him, takes care of him, keeps him and feeds him right. However, he’s not just 
dating her; he’s dating her whole family. The entire cast comes on stage hugging and greeting 
each other. “What I really loved about it, and what I envied about it at one point, is that they, 
they walk with this pride. With this culture. They knew who they were and it didn’t matter about 
America. They felt like America wasn’t their home. It’s really not their home. But another thing 
they love to do is party.” The whole stage freezes as “Suavamente” by Elvis Crespo begins to 
play on stage. Ese shouts that they’ll party for anything (milk is $2; Lucy’s pregnant; Lucy’s not 
pregnant; Kobe). He shouts “I’m getting my ancestry done!” The music stops and the entire party 
looks at him as though he has lost his mind. He turns to his girl and says “mami. Mami. You 
know we both African.” His girl shakes her head at him and says “No, papi. I’m not African. I’m 
from DR.” He responds back “Come on. Mami. Listen. Listen. Listen. You know we were both 
on the same boat. They just dropped you off first.” A resounding no echoes throughout her 
family in disbelief, disgust, and shock. They leave him by himself.   
 Ese turns back to the audience and says “So here I am again. Trying to find me. And I 
think where can I go? Where I can find out more about me and who I am…I’m going to church!”  
The congregation begins singing a gospel song, “I’m so glad Jesus lives in me.” Ese is enthralled 
by the action and The Pastor (Dwayne) walks forward to begin his sermon. He starts preaching. 





congregation nods and sways and hollers in agreement. The Pastor continues “We a close knit 
family. I love the Lord. God is good and all the time. I see we have some new family members in 
the house now.” The Pastor turns to Ese and asks him where he’s from. He enthusiastically 
answers Harlem USA. The congregation and the Pastor murmur discontent with Ese’s response, 
so the Pastor asks him again “Where are you from?” Ese pauses and says “well, I got some 
people down South.” The Pastor and the congregation become increasingly agitated and look at 
each other in disbelief in Ese’s response. The Pastor pauses again and ask Ese a third time 
“Where are you from?” He pauses in slight panic and answers “Tuskegee. I got people in 
Tuskegee. I got Tuskegee in my blood. That’s it, pastor.” The choir and the Pastor are not 
satisfied with his answer. The Pastor says “Children, some of us are lost.” The congregation 
agrees wholeheartedly with him. “Lost! Led astray! Run amok!” The congregation repeats each 
refrain as an affirmation of the truth. Ese stands bewildered at what’s just happened. The pastor 
moves closer and says “You didn’t land on Plymouth Rock. You think you are Plymouth Rock!” 
Ese is more confused and pushes the Pastor’s hand away as he starts to pray for his soul.  
Frustrated, Ese tells everyone present to leave immediately. They all disperse.  
 Ese turns and says that he’s going to call his momma (Alexis).  He says “I just wanna 
know where are we from mama?” His mom says “well, you know Harlem.” Ese tells her that he 
knows that, but where are we from? His mama gets agitated and says “I don’t know. I guess the 
South. You know our roots is in the South.” Ese knows this is true and asks again where are we 
from? Ese’s mom gets agitated and says “Boy, I done said the South. Tuskegee. I don’t know. 
Boy, bye.” She hangs up muttering to herself about biscuits. 
 Once again, Ese is alone. He remarks “I can’t get no love from the pastor. Can’t find no 





When I get my results, I’m slapping the Black into people!” He skips around in a circle hand 
ready for a slap and says in a sing-song voice “I’m gonna smack the Black into some people.” 
He continues winding up in a clockwise motion and moves his hand through the air in a 
smacking motion. Each player is “hit” and falls to the floor. West African drums start to play in 
the background and they rise up dancing to the beat using traditional West African dance moves. 
Ese shouts with excitement and says “yep. That’s right. Get it. That’s right. I’m an African!” He 







Appendix I – “Four Women” by Nina Simone (Lyrics) 
 
My skin is black 
My arms are long 
My hair is woolly 
My back is strong 
Strong enough to take the pain 
inflicted again and again 
What do they call me? 
My name is AUNT SARAH 
My name is Aunt Sarah 
 
My skin is yellow 
My hair is long 
Between two worlds 
I do belong 
My father was rich and white 
He forced my mother late one night 
What do they call me 
My name is SAFFRONIA 
My name is Saffronia 
 
My skin is tan 
My hair is fine 
My hips invite you 
My mouth like wine 
Whose little girl am I? 
Anyone who has money to buy 
What do they call me? 
My name is SWEET THING 
My name is Sweet Thing 
 
My skin is brown 
My manner is tough 
I'll kill the first mother I see 
My life has been too rough 
I'm awfully bitter these days 
Because my parents were slaves 
What do they call me? 









Table 1. Participant Demographics 





Alexis 34 Professional dancer; youth coordinator X X  
Camille 34 Actress; waitress X X  
Dwayne 37 Playwright; actor-teacher X X X 
Ese 43 Paraprofessional; Masseuse X X X 
James 42 Teacher; actor X X  
Noah 37 Playwright; actor-teacher X X X 
Quincy 18 Student; actor X X X 







Table 2. Codes for Data Analysis 
 
 Initial Codes Final Codes 
 Social ghosts/ancestral traumas 
 Processes of Becoming 
Significant and Influential Others Respect 
Embodiment of Place Desires for Belonging/Community Subtheme: Embodying the Cypher 
Dialogical Selves Self-Determination (Kujichagulia) 









































Identity Map X    X    
Theater 
Performance   X      
Group 
Interview   X X X X X  
Camille 
Critical 
Identity Map   X  X  X  
Theater 
Performance X  X X X  X  
Group 
Interview X X X   X X  
Dwayne 
Critical 
Identity Map   X    X  
Theater 
Performance X   X     
Group 










































Identity Map X   X    X 
Theater 
Performance  X  X   X X 
Group 




X X X X X X X X 
James 
Critical 
Identity Map   X X   X  
Theater 
Performance  X      X 
Group 
Interview  X  X  X X  
Noah 
Critical 
Identity Map   X    X  
Theater 
Performance X  X X   X  
Group 











































Identity Map X  X  X  X  
Theater 
Performance X  X X   X  
Group 




X  X X X  X X 
Tiana 
Critical 
Identity Map   X    X  
Theater 
Performance X  X X   X  
Group 























Table 4. Genetic Ancestry Test Results for the Maternal and Paternal Lineages of Participants 
Name Maternal Lineage (mtDNA) Paternal Lineage  (Y-DNA) Other Test 
Alexis 
Mafa Masa and Kotoko People of 
Cameroon 
 
Tikar People of Cameroon  
Camille18 
Fulani People of Nigeria 
 
Yoruba People of Nigeria 
Krobo People of Ghana 
 
Ewe People of Ghana 
 









Krewe People of Liberia 
 
Mende People of Sierra Leone 
 




Wasanga People of Central African 
Republic 
 
                                                            
18 Camille is a black-white biracial woman. Because her mother is white, the maternal ancestry test would only give her information 
concerning her recent European ancestry. In order to gain information about her West African roots, her father took the Patriclan and 
Matriclan test.  
 


















Name Maternal Lineage (mtDNA) Paternal Lineage  (Y-DNA) Other Test 
Noah 
Fula People of Guinea Bisau 
 
Pele People of Liberia 
 
Mende People of Sierra Leone 
 
Temne People of Sierra Leone 
Soka People of Gabon  
Quincy 
Boobi People of Bioko Island, 
Equatorial Guinea 
 
Akan People of Ghana  
Tiana Mende People of Sierra Leone N/A My DNA Mix: 84% African; 16% European 





































(Sellers et al., 
1998)
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Figure 4. Ese's Critical Identity Map. 
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